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INTRODUCTION

FOCUS ASIA 2017
The Far East Film Festival is happy to welcome to Udine the 100 international, Asian and Italian
film industry professionals taking part in FOCUS ASIA 2017! After the success of the ‘pilot’ edition
in 2016, FOCUS ASIA aims to expand its programme and plan the launch of the first co-production market dedicated to genre film projects with co-production or co-financing potential in
Asia or Europe. The goal is to create new connections for genre films already in their development
stage, bringing together high quality projects and key players.
Representatives of every selected project will have the opportunity to meet with important decision makers and possible financiers. The programme includes a project market, one-to-one meetings and a series of panels and case studies on development strategies, financing and distribution
of genre films.
Genre cinema has always been the most international kind of cinema, one that is able to travel beyond national boundaries. From the very beginning, the aim of the Far East Film Festival has been
to increase the knowledge and the connections between two worlds that have always seemed
very distant. Nine years ago, together with Eave and the Friuli Venezia Giulia Audiovisual Fund,
we launched the Ties That Bind project, with the precise aim of increasing connections between
European and Asian producers.
The rapid worldwide growth of on demand video platforms has increased the need for cinematic
product. Focus Asia wants to give an extra possibility to professionals in this field to reach as
many audiences around the world as possible. This is why, in addition to projects from Asia and
Europe, we decided to host filmmakers from other continents as well.

with the support of

in collaboration with
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PROJECTS

30 THOUSAND KICKS

— p. 08

> Action, Adventure / Spain

ABRACADABRA

— p. 10

> Drama, Black Comedy / Indonesia, France

ALONE LIKE A FOOL

— p. 12

> Drama, Post Modern, Sexual, Science / Japan

FEMME FATALE

— p. 14

> Thriller, Women, Sexual / France, Sweden

LAST MEMORY

— p. 16

> Thriller, Mistery / Taiwan

MR. ZHANG

— p. 18

> Comedy, Road Movie / Italy

THE INHERITANCE

— p. 20

> Horror, Supernatural, Gay/Lesbian / Brazil

THE LONG WALK

— p. 22

> SciFi, Thriller, Supernatural / Laos, France

TIONG BAHRU SOCIAL CLUB

— p. 24

> Black Comedy, Romantic Comedy, Asian / Singapore, Finland

TRIALS OF CHUL

— p. 26

> Thriller / Serbia

VEKTOR

— p. 28

> Sci-Fi, Thriller / Malaysia

VESPER SEEDS

— p. 30

> Sci-Fi, Western / Lithuania

THE WATCHERS

— p. 32

> SciFi, Drama / Italy
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PROJECTS

PROJECT INFORMATION

30 THOUSAND KICKS

8

Country
Spain
Producer
Joaquim Vivas
Production Company
MAGNO
ENTERTAINMENT S.L.
Director
Santiago Alvarado
Writer
Ramón Salas,
Santiago Alvarado
Genre
Action, Adventure
Total Budget
EUR 2-3 Million
Looking for
Co-production,
Financing

LOGLINE
Even a Killing Machine needs a goal in his life. Soju has nothing
to lose so better get out of his way in his search of love and
respect... or you’re dead

SYNOPSIS
SOJU is a man from North Corea who fled his country and was
captured by the mob when crossing the border. They keep him
secluded in a psychiatric center located in South Korea. He
seems inoffensive, but at night the warders take him out to do
what he does best: FIGHT. Félix is a man facing a lot of troubles,
one of which is owing money to the Boss of the psychiatric
center. As he can’t pay him back, he is taken to the center and
tortured, but for no apparent reason SOJU feels sorry for him
and defends him. Then the Boss decides to lobotomize SOJU.
However, this process reactivates something in his brain that
leads him to violently break out of the center along with Félix.
Félix sees SOJU’s potential and persuades him to fight for
money, so they start going from one place to another, being
always followed by the boss and his men. The circumstances
will lead Félix and SOJU to a big clandestine tournament in a
merchant ship which sails the ocean for Europe during 33 days.
However, they will have to escape from the ship alive, fighting
his way out with everyone they find. The Boss has much more
power than they had imagined.
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DIRECTOR’S NOTE
First of all, 30 THOUSAND KICKS is an action film. But it is
also an atypical Buddy Movie filled with overwhelming fights.
Begins as “One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest” and develops
as the Korean action thrillers most remembered of the last
decade (Old Boy, The yellow sea o The man from nowhere).

DIRECTOR’S PROFILE
*Degree in Cinematography by “Escuela de Cine de Barcelona”
(ECIB), 2001-2003.
*Training on screenplay and illustration.
In 2003, he started working in the film industry, participating in
the film “Sevignê” (2004), by Marta Balletbò-Coll.
Since then, he has worked on manifold films, TV-movies and TV
series in production management.
In 2010, he worked on the TV-movie “Atrapats”, by Miguel Puertas, as a first assistant director, which started up his career as
a director.
2013 CAPA CAÍDA. Feature film
2012 RAPE AND DEAD (HD). Short film
2011 AMANTIS (HD). Short film
2010 EL JUGLAR DA LA NOTA (HD)

COMPANY CONTACTS
MAGNO ENTERTAINMENT S.L.
Robi 18, 1-3 - 08024 Barcelona
Catalunya- Spain
M: +34 639343397
jvivas@magnoentertainment.com
magnoentertainment.com

JOAQUIM VIVAS
Producer

COMPANY PROFILE
MAGNO ENTERTAINMENT S.L., was born in 2012 following the
production of the feature film FALLEN CAPE (Capa Caída),
Santiago Alvarado (2013). A small group of multimedia and
movie industry professionals joined together to get a project
like this off by creating the company. Each member is specialized in a different area, such as production, direction, photography, visual effects, soundtracks or concept art.
With FALLEN CAPE, we won a lot of awards, highlighting SITGES FILM FESTIVAL (Best movie in “NEW VISIONS”) and MÓRBIDO FILM FEST.
In this moment we have several projects in development. Inside
these projects we have three feature films and a TV miniseries.
All our projects are always genre-films.
Actually we are in the pre-production of our second movie, titled MENÉNDEZ, about a peculiar priest with aggressive methods. It’s a coproduction between Mexico, Argentina and Spain.
In our company we have too a VFX department. We have made
three features films for another companies and several commercials for great brands.

JORDI GARCIA
Producer

SANTIAGO ALVARADO
Director
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PROJECTS

PROJECT INFORMATION

ABRACADABRA

10

Country
Indonesia, France
Producer
Ifa Isfansyah
Isabelle Glachant
Production Company
FOURCOLOURS FILMS
YISHA PRODUCTION
Director
Faozan Rizal
Writer
Faozan Rizal
Genre
Drama, Black Comedy
Total Budget
EUR 280.000
Financing in Place
EUR 30.000
Looking for
Co-production,
Financing,
Sales Agent

LOGLINE
It’s a film about a magician who finds women inside his magic box, about the magic and un-explained events that can
make life and love more beautiful.

SYNOPSIS
The story begins in one of the magic shows, where the magician tries to make a little boy vanishing from his magic box. The show turns tragic, as he cannot make this boy
come back to the stage. His mother begins to cry and people try to help the magician to find where the boy is. Some
famous city magicians come and try to help, but the boy
disappears like fog. Then, they revealed that box is not an
ordinary box.

DIRECTOR’S NOTE
In life we always find something that we cannot explain and
remains mysterious and magical. Even though we understand, that some magic is happening through a trick or a
special technique. But the first time we see it, this is what
keeps us amazed. Something non-ordinary can create another narrative in our mind.
For me, filmmaking is like being a magician. We create
something or a story that can change people’s lives or perspectives after seeing the work. This film is a black comedy
about what happens in life, that we cannot or don’t need
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to explain. Because some unexplained events can make the
life more beautiful. Indonesia is a country, which believes in
superstitious and nature’s power. In Java, the island where I
live, people are really close to animism in every day life. We
believe, that there is a spirit living on the trees, rivers, in the
sea and the rice fields.

DIRECTOR’S PROFILE
Faozan RIZAL graduated from Jakarta Institute of Art majoring in Cinematography and continued his study at the
French film school La FEMIS, in Paris. He is a well-known Experimental filmmaker. In 2005, the Singapore International
Film Festival created a special retrospective ‘Faozan Rizal
Retrospective’ that screened all of his works.
He has directed among others YASUJIRO JOURNEY (Busan,
2004), ARIES (Singapore, 2005), FUGU (Competition, Cinema Digital KOREA, 2009). He is also an established cinematographer in many Indonesian feature films.

COMPANY
CONTACTS
FOURCOLOURS FILMS
Jl. Retno Dumilah 21 B
Kotagede - 55171 Yogyakarta
Daerah Istimewa Yogyakarta
Indonesia
M: +62 8122720911
isfansyah@yahoo.com

COMPANY PROFILE
Fourcolours Films is an independent production company
based in Jogjakarta, Indonesia, and founded by Director
Eddie CAHYONO, Producer/Director Ifa ISFANSYAH and
Producer Narina SARASWATI. In the beginning, Fourcolours
Films was just an ordinary independent film community
established in a city, Jogjakarta, with no film industry, no
tools, and no human resources. There was only enthusiasm
and passion. Fourcolours founders believed that it was their
responsibility to create a film atmosphere in Jogjakarta,
their hometown. After several years, there is now a lot of
youngsters developing film communities, watching, discussing, making or distributing independent films.
Since its creation in 2001, Fourcolours Films have been
actively producing short films that where awarded in festivals like Rotterdam, Busan, Hamburg, Tokyo... After ten
years of processing, Fourcolours Films started producing
feature films in 2012 with Ifa ISFANSYAH productions ONE
DAY WHEN THE RAIN FALLS (Ifa ISFANSYAH, IFFR, 2013)
and SITI (Eddie CAHYONO, IFFR 2015). The involvement and
activism carried out by Fourcolours Films in Jogjakarta inspires many new filmmakers in Indonesia. Fourcolours Films
continues supporting local filmmakers and producing them.
Their latest production in development is ABRACADABRA,
a project by Faozan Rizal.

FAOZAN RIZAL
Director
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PROJECTS

PROJECT INFORMATION

ALONE LIKE A FOOL

12

Country
Japan
Producer
Matsumoto Kazuhisa
Production Company
D-ATELIER INC.
Director
Tsuchiya Yutaka
Writer
Tsuchiya Yutaka
Genre
Drama, Post Modern,
Sexual, Science
Total Budget
EUR 670.000
Financing in Place
EUR 170.000
Looking for
Co-production,
Financing,
Sales Agent

LOGLINE
A middle-aged A.I. researcher decides that if he replaces his
body with a digitally rendered clone he’ll no longer be a sex
addict and be free from all physical and mental torment.

SYNOPSIS
In the near future people communicate through data swapping. Aso (50), an A.I. researcher incapable of love, is tormented by both his body and mind. He wants to abandon
his body and to be serene like a plant and fantasizes about
a new life as a clone. A prostitute named Miho (18), who has
no faith in love, fantasizes that she’ll have her own DNA
engineered so she can be fluorescent. Sakashita (35) was
Aso’s lab assistant. He worshipped Aso and his ideas. Then
worship turned into an enduring love. Ryoko (40) works at a
florist near Aso’s house. She has a tree in which she embedded her own genes which will be her tomb. She looks for love
through apps to feel alive.
Aso loves Miho though he’s never felt that way before. Rejected by her, however, he decides to digitally clone himself. He
wanders the streets and by chance meets Ryoko. They spend
the night together but eventually Aso digitally clones himself
and chooses death. Sakashita learns that Aso had his DNA
embedded in a tree. He goes to the woods and plants the tree
shoot. It sways in the wind as it clings to the earth.
This is a fable of man and machine, body and mind, and love.
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DIRECTOR’S NOTE
“Do androids dream of electric sheep?” This famous question was asked by Philip K. Dick in 1968. Some 50 years later we live in a world where news about advancements in artificial intelligence is unremarkable. The question “Can A.I.
develop its own mind?” is no longer science fiction, though
Philip K. Dick’s question remains unanswered.
To begin with, where does the mind exist? Brain researchers have yet to work out the answer. I want to try to find
where the mind exists through a middle-aged man’s body
who is tormented by his desire. This middle-aged man
could be myself. Through researching this enigma, I found
the key to understanding it comes through Buddha’s wisdom, which says, “the body is an empty vessel and the mind
is an illusion”.

DIRECTOR’S PROFILE
Born in 1966, Tsuchiya began producing video art and became involved in media activism which experimented with
social change utilizing independent media.
His unique feature length documentary “The New God”
(1999) was awarded the FIPRESCI Special Mention at the
Yamagata IDFF and was also invited to the Berlinale Forum. His first feature length fiction “PEEP ‘TV’ SHOW”
(2003) took the FIPRESCI prize in the Tiger Competition
at the IFFR. His second feature length fiction “GFP Bunny” (2012) took the Best Picture Award in the Japanese
film competition at the Tokyo IFF and was screened at
the IFFR.

COMPANY
CONTACTS
D-ATELIER INC.
3-21-16-710, Ikejiri, Setagaya-ku,
154-0001 Tokio - Japan
M: +81 337953405
kmatsumoto@ee.alles.or.jp
TOSHIYUKI HASEGAWA
International liaison for the
project “Alone Like a Fool”
2-1-3-104, Ishikawa-cho,
Ota-ku, Tokyo 145-0061 Japan
T. +81 9040949082
toshiyuki.movie@gmail.com

COMPANY PROFILE
D-Atelier opened its doors in 2000 as a visual effects and
compositing studio and was involved in TV dramas (NTV
drama series “Food Fight” and ”BEAUTY 7”) , informational
variety programs (TV TOKYO “Nettobi”), TV commercials,
films for events/expos, music videos, and so on. It has expanded its business to making TV commercials, sales promotional videos, videos for web sites etc. since 2006.
In 2007, Kazuhisa Matsumoto joined as a planner and producer. He is an experienced producer, having produced
many films, TV programs, TV commercials, and music videos, including the TV series “Food Fight” (2000, NTV), the
film “Roshutsukyo no onna” (1996, Akihiko Shiota), and the
short film “Birds” (2016, Koji Fukada).

YUTAKA TSUCHIYA
Director and Writer

MATSUMOTO KAZUHISA
Producer
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PROJECTS

PROJECT INFORMATION

FEMME FATALE

14

Country
France, Sweden
Producer
Guillaume de Seille
Production Company
ARIZONA PRODUCTIONS
Director
Kyoko Miyake
Writer
Kyoko Miyake
Genre
Thriller, Women, Sexual
Total Budget
EUR 950.000
Financing in Place
EUR 325.000
Looking for
Co-production,
Financing,
Sales Agent,
Festival

LOGLINE
A female sexy thriller of misunderstanding between men and
women.

SYNOPSIS
Inspired by a true crime, Femme Fatale tells a story of two
women - a serial killer and a radio reporter whose lives collide. Stubborn, clumsy and too independent as a woman
for the Japanese corporate world, Yoko, 38, is marginalized
at work and goes through a string of hopeless dates.
Yoko is assigned to investigate unsolved deaths in Tokyo
love hotels, which lead to a mysterious woman using multiple aliases. Yoko calls her Miss F.
Miss F is an overweight seductress who lives a life of luxury, swindling men by providing them maternal care and
sexual pleasure. She has gotten away with it so far even
though some men have died in mysterious circumstances.
As Yoko feels mounting pressure from her boss to get Miss
F on her show, Yoko’s intrigue changes to outrage at Miss
F’s success in seducing men by playing an old-fashioned
woman.
Miss F listens to Yoko’s show and contacts her. Their encounter doesn’t go well. Miss F dodges Yoko’s questions
and teases her for being a victim of self-imposed rules.
Yoko’s irritation encourages Miss F to talk more than she
intends to.
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DIRECTOR’S NOTE
Through Yoko’s aspirations and disappointments in sex,
marriage and career, the film explores what it means to be a
woman in contemporary Japan. Though not entirely autobiographical, it is a personal story to me. It has been at times
challenging to write in a way that is more funny than angry,
perhaps reflecting my state of mind. The film is an homage
to women of my generation who grew up being told that
men and women had equal rights only to find some years
later that we are far from true equality. The sex scenes will
be shot from a distinctly female perspective, showing a
man’s vulnerable body from the position of a woman. Static,
off-kilter compositions and odd pauses will create a tone
that is humorous, acerbic and dark.

COMPANY
CONTACTS
ARIZONA PRODUCTIONS
5, bd Barbès
75018 Paris - France
M: +33 678180105
guillaume@arizonafilms.net

DIRECTOR’S PROFILE
Born and bred in Japan, Kyoko originally moved to Britain to
research History of Witchcraft at Oxford University, having
read History at Tokyo University. Kyoko’s latest documentary film, Tokyo Girls, a coproduction with eight broadcasters including BBC, WDR and Arte, has been premiered this
year in Sundance competition. Her second documentary,
Brakeless, an international coproduction across five countries, won the prestigious Peabody Award 2014 after airing
to great acclaim on BBC and PBS. Her first documentary
film, My Atomic Aunt (2013), was internationally coproduced by seven broadcasters.

COMPANY PROFILE
Arizona Productions, based in Paris, is led by Guillaume de
Seille primarily to produce art-house feature films directed by non-French emerging talents. Bénédicte Thomas is
handling domestic theatrical French distribution for most
of the coproduced titles.
Much Ado about Nothing (2016) by Alejandro Fernandez
Almendras (Chile), Sundance FF, Berlin FF, San Sebastian FF; I, Olga Hepnarova (2016) by Tomas Weinreb &
Petr Kazda (Czech Rep), Berlin Panorama opening, Sofia
FF, Vilnius FF, Hong Kong FF; L’ultima spiaggia (2016) by
Thanos Anastopoulos & Davide del Degan (Italy) Cannes
FF Official Selection; Zoology (2016) by Ivan I. Tverdovsky
(Russia) Karlovy Vary FF, Toronto FF, San Sebastian FF; My
happy family (2017) by Nana & Simon (Georgia) Sundance
FF, Berlin FF.

GUILLAUME DE SEILLE
Producer
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PROJECTS

PROJECT INFORMATION

LAST MEMORY

16

Country
Taiwan
Producer
Chi TI Huang
Production Company
TYPE·WRITERS
Director
Wei Hao CHENG
Writer
Nai Ching Yeh
Genre
Thriller, Mistery
Total Budget
USD 2,500,000
Financing in Place
USD 775,000
Looking for
Financing,
Sales Agent,
Festival

LOGLINE
The more you have suffered, the more you will be remembered.

SYNOPSIS
Memory Autopsy: The near-death agony will press the hippocampus in the human brain. The more the victim has suffered before the death, the deeper his/her memory will be
left, and the more likely the antemortem behavior will be
represented out. With this technology, chances are that unsolved crimes can be solved. Yang Da-Yu, a junior forensic
pathologist, has learned this latest forensic science technology from abroad. However, it never occurs to her that her
sister’s high school teacher will be her first practice of this
method: the teacher is murdered and his head is dumped in
a public toilet.
While this case hits a dead end, Da-Yu’s sister Xiao-Pei is
missing too, and misfortune befalls people closely related
to her—her roommate and colleague are found dead. DaYu thinks that Xiao-Pei’s ex-boyfriend Zhang Cheng-Yen is
the main suspect, as he wants to dominate Xiao-Pei. Distraught, Da-Yu grasps at straws offering her the slightest
hope to find her sister, and she cannot wait to chop open
Zhang Cheng-Yen’s brain to read over his memory…
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DIRECTOR’S NOTE
I frequently make use of material from reality in news. The
most interesting part for being a director is to find a good
story and to arouse the curiosity of the audience. Last
Memory is such an enthralling story, which mixes real social events and virtual scientific technology. It is not totally fictional. It is close to living experience of the audience,
and at the same time, it is equipped with the visual wonder
of a genre film. After I read through the script, I know that
it will be my next challenge.

DIRECTOR’S PROFILE
Cheng Wei-Hao’s debut feature “The Tag-Along’’ breaks
the opening night record , as a most successful blockbuster horrific film in Taiwan during this decade. His short film
“The Death of a Security Guard’’ has garnered the 52nd
Golden Horse Award for the Best Short Film. The latest
mystery crime feature film “Witness’’ will be released in
spring 2017.

COMPANY
CONTACTS
TYPE·WRITERS
2F., No.88, Xingnan St.,
Nangang Dist., Taipei City 115,
Taiwan (R.O.C.)
11551 Taipei - Taiwan
M: +886 935231153
daziji@foxmail.com

COMPANY PROFILE
We believe that each film comes to life from every single word. Founded by screenwriters and producers in early
2016, Taiwan-based TYPE·WRITERS is a screenplay development company in combination of creativity and market analysis. With our first screenplay script Last Memory
working with CMC Magnetics, we are planning to create a
variety of stories, from psychological thrillers, erotic romance to romantic-comedy films. Hopefully, we would provide more options for the audience.

CHI TI HUANG
Producer

NAI CHING YEH
Scriptwriter
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PROJECTS

PROJECT INFORMATION

MR. ZHANG

18

Country
Italy
Producer
Antonio Tozzi
Laura Catalano
Production Company
YANEZ FILM
8 PRODUCTION
Director
John Snellinberg
Writer
Patrizio Gioffredi
Lorenzo Orlandini
Genre
Comedy, Road Movie
Total Budget
EUR 1.800.000
Financing in Place
EUR 250.000
Looking for
Co-production,
Financing,
Sales Agent,
Festival

LOGLINE
An inheritance up for grabs. Only 5 days to find Mr. Zhang. That
is, the right Mr. Zhang out of 100 million.

SYNOPSIS
Prato, Italy. 3 slackers in their thirties – Saverio, Tonno and
Buricchi – are lazily sitting on a couch, waiting for Saverio’s grandfather to die, to put their hands on his million €
estate.
But when Rolando dies, Saverio finds out that he will inherit
the 1 million € only if he will be able to retrieve a lighter that
belonged to Rolando, in turn given to him by his own grandpa. The problem is, Saverio sold it at a flea market, thinking
Rolando would never know. In fact, Rolando somehow found
out and is now taking his revenge. Saverio has only 5 days
to find the old lighter with a mysterious W etched on it. As
each day passes, the amount of the inheritance will go down
by 200,000 €.
Things get worse when he finds out that the lighter was
bought
by a SNELLINBERG
Mr. Zhang, an old Chinese man who left Italy
UN
FILM DI JOHN
to go back to China to spend his retirement years. Saverio
and his friends have only 5 days to find the one Mr. Zhang,
in an adventurous journey through China. While struggling
against time to travel to Beijing, Pingyao and Wenzhou, they
will have to redefine their own established habits and outlook on life, in the name of change… and of love.
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DIRECTOR’S NOTE
Mr. Zhang is a movie about change. Saverio, the main character,
grows to be a better man after his worldview is shattered and
his habits are subverted. His transformation is intended as a
way to question our own generation’s resistance to historical
and existential change in a time of great instability and mass
migration. So, while telling the story of a journey from Italy
to China, which goes against traditional migration patterns,
we are also stressing, with a humorous, ironical tone, how our
cities desperately need to be open to the new and unknown.
Finally, grandpa Rolando’s cruel deathbed joke looks back
to the caustic, dark humour which characterizes a lot of the
Tuscan literary and cinematic tradition we grew up with. That
is also reflected in the unconventional, abrasive quality of
the supporting characters, and in the picaresque spirit of
their adventures in foreign lands.

COMPANY
CONTACTS
YANEZ FILM
Via Candia 65,
00192 Rome - Italy
M: +39 3483646886
antonio.tozzi@yanezfilm.it

DIRECTOR’S PROFILE
John Snellinberg Film is a collective of filmmakers from Tuscany. In 2009 their low budget movie, “A Summer of Rage” won
at the Lodi FF as the best debut film. “Daydreaming” won the
Best Italian Movie Award at the 2014 Rome Independent FF
and the Best Feature at the Houston Worldfest Int’l FF. The
movie registered the second highest average theater attendance (behind Godzilla). It opened the 24th Beijing European
Union FF. The Collective have explored different movie genres
(sci-fi, horror, noir, western) with many shorts and music videos for Italian bands such as Bluebeaters and Calibro 35.

COMPANY PROFILE
Yanez Film is a young independent movie production company,
working on documentaries, shorts, feature films, web and tv commercials, line production for foreign movies. It is associated to AGPCI (Independent Producers Guild of Italy). Track record: “Rome,
Naples, Venice...in a Rossini crescendo”, by Lina Wertmüller, coproduced by Eutelsat and Rai Strategie Tecnologiche, presented at the
50th Mostra Internazionale del Nuovo Cinema di Pesaro. In 2015
Yanez Film was Italian Line Production for Second Twenty, Directed by Park Heung-sik, a South Korean Production by Min Film.
Antonio Tozzi is interested in producing feature debut movies,
creative documentaries and new format series. Projects in development: TDF: TV mini series, by A. Albanese, C. Loforti, S. Misuraca;
Abbe’s Number: feature, by A. Costa, screenplay by A. Costa and P.
Tomaselli, with 8 Production; Mother: short, by A. Costa.

ANTONIO TOZZI
Producer
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PROJECTS

PROJECT INFORMATION

THE INHERITANCE

20

Country
Brazil
Producer
Tatiana Leite
Rodrigo Letier
Production Company
BUBBLES PROJECT
TV ZERO
Director
João Cândido Zacharias
Writer
João Cândido Zacharias
Genre
Horror, Supernatural,
Gay/Lesbian
Total Budget
EUR 550.000
Financing in Place
EUR 30.000
Looking for
Co-production,
Financing,
Sales Agent,
Festival

LOGLINE
Thomas, a Brazilian living in Berlin, must return to his country
to claim an unexpected inheritance. Soon he will find himself
trapped in scary situations in a small town.

SYNOPSIS
Thomas, a Brazilian young man, lives in Berlin with his German boyfriend, Werner. He gets a phone call from Dr. Malta, a Brazilian lawyer, informing him he inherited a mansion in a small town on the countryside from great-aunt
Hilda, whom he had never heard of. The couple travels to
Brazil to meet a typical small town, where they must wait
for two days to have all the documents. They stay in the
house Thomas inherited, a large, old farmhouse, and are
soon welcomed by two elder women, Victoria and Ludmila, who were Hilda’s best friends. At night, Thomas has
vivid nightmares with his mother hidden in the basement.
Strange events unfold, as they discover a hidden room full
of torture artifacts used on slaves, revealing that Thomas’
ancestors were slave owners. After another even more real
nightmare, they decide to leave, but it is too late: Victoria,
Ludmila and Dr. Malta ambush them. They shoot Werner
and use Thomas in a ritual with the torture instruments
used on slaves, ending with the arrival of Hilda. When he
is about to give in, he gains strength and kills the old lady.
Covered in blood, he runs away.
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DIRECTOR’S NOTE
When Tatiana Leite invited me to develop a horror project, I
knew I did not want to make a shallow film. I came up with the
idea of a terrible inheritance, one that would resonate not only
for the main character, but would also talk about the heaviest
and most haunting inheritance in Brazilian society up to this
day, slavery – present here as a ghost to the house Thomas
inherits. Another social and political subtext to this film is the
idea of a place dominated by old people, a mixture of witches
and vampires, who need the blood of the young to stay alive. It
works as a metaphor of Brazilian society, which is dominated by
the same people as it ever was – the slave owners from the past
are the businessmen and politicians of today. So the challenge
I am looking forward to the most is how to make the audience
reflect on those issues, while holding tight to their sits.

COMPANY
CONTACTS
BUBBLES PROJECT
Rua João Afonso, 49, 408
22261-040 Rio de Janeiro
RJ - Brasil
M: +55 21993074619
tatiana@bubblesproject.com

DIRECTOR’S PROFILE
João Cândido Zacharias has a BA in Film from Universidade
Federal Fluminense. He created and directed two documentary
TV series: Peça Piloto (2009) and Música.doc (2012). He has recently worked as a screenwriter for projects such as the feature
documentaries Danado de bom (best picture at Cine PE festival) and Forensics – which he will direct. He is also a co-writer
for Other Times, director Christiane Jatahy’s next feature. He
has a great interest in genre cinema, having been a programmer
for RioFan – Rio Fantastic Fest. Genre is also the focus of his
first feature, The Inheritance.

COMPANY PROFILE
Bubbles Project is an independent production company based
in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, founded by Tatiana Leite in 2012. The
company is involved in coproduction and discovering new talents in Brazil and abroad and has produced the features “Aspirantes” (Hopefuls), directed by Ives Rosenfeld (Winner of Locarno Carte Blanche 2014) and Pendular by Julia Murat (Best
film by Fipresci at Berlinale Panorama 2017). Bubbles is now
producing “Benzinho” (Loveling) by Gustavo Pizzi (selected to La
Fabrique au Cinema du Monde and the Cinemart) and the Argentinian “The Immersed Family” by Maria Alche, both currently in post production. Bubbles is also developing “Other Times”
by Christianne Jatahy and “The Inheritance”, by João Candido
Zaharias and coproducing the projects “Neuros” by Guillherme
Coelho, “Tales of a Certain Orient” by Marcelo Gomes and the
Chilean “Nona” by Camila Jose Donosio.

JOÃO CÂNDIDO ZACHARIAS
Director and Writer

TATIANA LEITE
Producer

FOCUS ASIA / FEFF INDUSTRY
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PROJECT INFORMATION

THE LONG WALK

22

Country
Laos, France
Producer
Douangmany Soliphanh
Annick Mahnert
Production Company
LAO ART MEDIA
SCREEN DIVISION
Director
Mattie Do
Writer
Christopher Larsen
Genre
SciFi, Thriller,
Supernatural
Total Budget
EUR 306.000
Financing in Place
EUR 118.000
Looking for
Co-production,
Financing

LOGLINE
An old Laotian hermit discovers that the ghost of a road
accident victim can transport him back in time fifty years to
the moment of his mother’s painful death.

SYNOPSIS
A boy lives in the Lao jungle outside a rural village. His family barters crops to survive, but the dry season has parched
their fields. Worse, the boy’s mother has tuberculosis. After
his father abandons them, the boy is left alone to care for
his mom. After witnessing the death of a young woman in an
accident on the road between his farm and the village, the
boy befriends the girl’s silent spirit. 50 years later. Despite
development in the city, the countryside remains the same.
The village has adapted to offer a rustic experience for rich
tourists. The old man walks with the girl’s spirit and has a dark
reputation among the superstitious villagers. His regret over
his mother’s death has bred a pathological need to ease the
suffering of the terminally ill. He’s kidnapped and euthanized
several sick women. When the old man learns that the girl’s
spirit can take him back in time, he trespasses into his own
past to correct his mistakes. Each trip to the past changes
the future, but he can’t save his mother’s life. As her condition
worsens, the old man sets makes a final plan to convince his
younger self to preempt her painful death.

FEFF INDUSTRY / FOCUS ASIA

DIRECTOR’S NOTE
The Long Walk began with an image of an old Lao man
pushing a motorbike up a dirt road toward a futuristic skyline.
A man without any extraordinary knowledge of modern life.
A man without the status to affect change outside his farm.
An isolated man trying to seize control of his existence
between the cracks of development. Films set in the rural
spaces of the developing world often glamourize poverty,
reducing characters to archetypes biased by a Western
colonial mindset. These films portray naive villager’s lives as
a meditative, spiritual experiences simply because they are
not urban. I find these ‘poverty porn’ depictions reductive
and inauthentic. My film is inexorably tied to development,
but it’s not about organizational corruption or neglect. It is
not a comforting view of the developing world enhanced by
Western money, but exposes the failings of development on
a personal level.

COMPANY
CONTACTS
LAO ART MEDIA
159 Nongsnokham,
Sikhottabong - 01000
Vientiane -Laos
M: +856 305220349
solidouang@gmail.com

DIRECTOR’S PROFILE
Born to refugees of Laos’ Communist Revolution, Mattie
was raised in Los Angeles, but returned to Laos a decade
ago after her father retired in Vientiane.
Having never considered a career in film, Mattie directed her
first film by following a film school textbook. It was the first
Lao film to screen outside of SE Asia. Mattie is an alumni of
the Fabrique des Cinemas du Monde, TIFF’s Directors Lab,
the SE Asian Film Financing Forum, and BIFAN’s Fantastic
Film School. Her second film received Special Jury Mentions
at Sitges and Fantasporto. Mattie Do is Laos’ first, and only,
female filmmaker.

MATTIE DO
Director

COMPANY PROFILE
Founded in the year 2000 by executive producer | director
Anousone Sirisackda and producer Douangmany Soliphanh, Lao Art Media is Laos’ oldest and most respected feature film production company and has been responsible
for more than 75% of all Lao feature film production since
the communist revolution in 1975. In 2014, Mr. Soliphanh was the first Lao producer invited to participate in
Cannes’ Fabrique des Cinemas du Monde.
In 2015, Lao Art Media pioneered the country’s first international co-productions helming award-winning feature
films produced with cast and crew from North America,
Europe and Japan.
FOCUS ASIA / FEFF INDUSTRY
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PROJECT INFORMATION

TIONG BAHRU SOCIAL CLUB

24

Country
Singapore, Finland
Producer
Bee Thiam Tan
Antti Toivonen
Production Company
13 LITTLE PICTURES
UNCLE AUNTIE
AND FRIENDS
Director
Bee Thiam Tan
Writer
Antti Toivonen
Genre
Black Comedy, Romantic
Comedy, Asian
Total Budget
EUR 350.000
Financing in Place
EUR 166.000
Looking for
Co-production,
Financing,
Sales Agent

LOGLINE
Jolovan Wong joins Tiong Bahru Social Club, a data driven
co-living concept. He falls in love with the wrong girl in this experiment engineered to get residents to fall in love.

SYNOPSIS
Tiong Bahru Social Club is a retro futuristic comedy set in Singapore where the low birthrate is bad for property business.
Jolovan Wong, 28, joins a data-driven co-living pilot that
offers gen Y a hip lifestyle option. Rules are simple: Spend
30h/month with the elderly of the area and 20h adding to the
neighbourhood‘s happiness.
Jolovan moves in with Hans, a professional cuddler. A flatmate so comfortable with his body causes odd situations, but
Jolovan’s real challenge is winning the trust of Ms. Wee, 75, a
crazy cat lady. Slowly warming up to Jolovan, she decides to
help him with his love interest, Gloria, the area’s nostalgist.
Residents attend workshops created to strengthen the community (and to help the developers to find love matches).
Jolovan hits it on with Gloria but gets friendzoned.
But the big problem is that according to data, Jolovan and
Gloria aren’t a match. Instead, Jolovan gets to live with another girl, Sarah. He goes for it but the Sarah hates the cat
Jolovan inherits from Ms. Wee.

FEFF INDUSTRY / FOCUS ASIA

Left in a limbo between listening to his heart and hard data,
Jolovan meets Ms. Wee’s ghost in a dream and decides to act.

DIRECTOR’S NOTE
Tiong Bahru Social Club is a social comedy set in Singapore’s
trendiest district. It explores the hopes and aspirations of today’s young adults. It focuses on three characters each avoiding settling down and committing to a life companion and a
home. The film’s world is full of charming surprises and characters with a twist, but its strengths lie in the observations it
makes about life today.
The issues it touches are relatable to many under 40 years old:
• What does it mean to settle down to start a family and home?
• Why do individuals feel empty at a time when our communities
are ever so connected digitally?
• What kind of community do we wish to be part of?
• How can data change our lives in good and bad.
Despite the strong local specificities, I want this to be a dystopian, yet heartwarming film full of human truths portraying the
idealism of a generation.

COMPANY
CONTACTS
13 LITTLE PICTURES
13littlepictures.com
facebook.com/13littlepictures
bthiam@gmail.com
UNCLE AUNTIE AND FRIENDS
03-02, 29 Hertford Road
219384 Singapore
M: +65 97231241
auntie@uncleauntieandfriends.com

DIRECTOR’S PROFILE
Tan Bee Thiam produced RED DRAGONLIFES (Jury Prize,
Jeonju IFF ‘10); SNAKESKIN (Jury Prize, Torino FF ‘14), AS
YOU WERE (Asian Futures competition Tokyo IFF ‘14) and
03-FLATS (doc competition Busan IFF ‘14). His projects have
been in Berlinale Talent Project Market ‘14, DMZ Project Market ‘14, Busan Project Market ‘11 and Hong Kong Financing
Forum ‘10. He directed KOPI JULIA, a short curated by Apichatpong Weerasethakul for Sharjah Biennale ’13 and shot
his debut feature FUNDAMENTALLY HAPPY with Christopher
Doyle. He was in Manfred Salzgeber jury and NETPAC jury at
the Berlinale in ‘08 and ‘14.

ANTTI TOIVONEN
Producer and Writer

COMPANY PROFILE
13 Little Pictures (Singapore) has produced 10 features and
garnered critical acclaim in NY, Berlin, Tokyo and Busan. |
Uncle Auntie is a Singapore-based writer/producer/creative
director originally from Finland. His cross media projects for
companies such as Google and Coca-Cola have been recognised at shows ranging from Cannes Lions to NY Festivals. He
is Sundance 2017 alumni.

FOCUS ASIA / FEFF INDUSTRY
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TRIALS OF CHUL

26

Country
Serbia
Producer
Marko Paljić
Production Company
GARGANTUA FILMS
Director
Danilo Bećković
Writer
Dimitrije Vojnov
Genre
Thriller
Total Budget
EUR 1.500.000
Financing in Place
EUR 160.000
Looking for
Co-production,
Financing,
Sales Agent

LOGLINE
A teenage North Korean player travels to Serbia for trials in a
professional football team accompanied by a National Security
agent and the exciting journey changes them forever.

SYNOPSIS
In recent years a number of North Korean football players
joined East European clubs. At least one came to trials in Serbian League clubs. This story is inspired by their unique experiences. Young North Korean football player CHUL comes
to Serbia to play for a local team. He is accompanied by a
National Security agent KIM who poses as his manager. Chul
turns out to be a gentle flower in a jungle full of greedy young
local players, Latin American football mercenaries, sleazy
agents, local criminals who own the clubs, gold-digging girls
and corrupt coaches. Chul used to see football as a way out
of poverty and a path to fame for him and his nation, but he
ends up in the place where the game went bankrupt.
Kim faces challenges as well – he has to protect Chul form
bad ideological influence, but also to fend off the inevitable
approaches of crime bosses who run the game. But even a
disciplined NS agent cannot fight every temptation, including those of romantic nature.
Will the cynical Balkanians spoil the conservative Chul or will
his strict socialist upbringing and the North Korean sense of
self-sacrifice elevate the people around him?

FEFF INDUSTRY / FOCUS ASIA

DIRECTOR’S NOTE
Inspired by true events, TRIALS OF CHUL tells a story about
CHUL, a young North Korean football player, and KIM, his secret
service guardian, who end up in a Serbian club run by criminals and eventually have to fight for their lives. Two man raised
on communist ideology encounter capitalism in its ugliest but
also most seductive form: There are no rules in this match and
everything is allowed. I envision TRIALS OF CHUL as a suspenseful, gritty and darkly humorous thriller which benefits both
from modern Korean cinema (Park Chan-wook, Bong Joon-ho,
Kim Jee-woon) and sense of humor and wit Serbian cinema is
well known for. Action scenes play an important role in crafting
the general atmosphere. They should not be over-stylized as our
characters are not super-heroes, but regular man trying to live
through their troubles and I will insist on the physical aspect
and hardships of a fight.

COMPANY
CONTACTS
GARGANTUA FILMS
Gospodar Jovanova 49
11000 Belgrado - Serbia
M: +381 642741177
marko.paljic@gargantuafilms.com

DIRECTOR’S PROFILE
Danilo Bećković was born in 1981. He graduated Film and TV
directing from Belgrade Faculty of Dramatic Arts, as well as
Comparative Literature from Belgrade Faculty of Philology.
Bećković’s first feature film LITTLE BUDDHO premiered in 2014
to great reviews and huge commercial success, becoming an
instant cult classic and one of the greatest hits of the decade.
In 2016 it was followed by another smash hit, THE SAMURAI IN
AUTUMN. In 2016 and 2017 he was a member of the jury for Film
Center Serbia competition for the funding of feature films.

COMPANY PROFILE
Gargantua Films was founded in 2007 and quickly established
itself as a regional powerhouse. The company produced regional
super hits, darkly humorous LITTLE BUDDHO and the first Serbian martial-art film in history THE SAMURAI IN AUTUMN, as
well as an award-winning sports docu-drama GINGER: MORE
THAN A GAME. In development: TRIALS OF CHUL (feature film)
and THE GREAT TRAM ROBBERY (feature film). Feature films:
• THE SAMURAI IN AUTUMN (2016) Release: Theatrical in Serbia,
Austria, Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia and Macedonia. TV rights sold for Serbia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Montenegro. World sales agent: Wide Management.
• LITTLE BUDDHO (2014) Release: Theatrical in all ex-Yugoslavia
and Austria.. TV rights sold for Serbia, Montenegro and Slovenia.
• GINGER: MORE THAN A GAME (2012) Release: Theatrical in Serbia and Montenegro. TV rights sold for Serbia and Montenegro.

MARKO PALJIĆ
Producer

ANDRIJANA SOFRANIC
Managing Director

FOCUS ASIA / FEFF INDUSTRY
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VEKTOR

28

Country
Malaysia
Producer
Nandita Solomon
Production Company
APPARAT SDN. BHD.
Director
Dain Said
Writer
Dain Said
Genre
Sci-Fi, Thriller
Total Budget
EUR 950.000
Financing in Place
EUR 750.000
Looking for
Co-production,
Financing,
Sales Agent,
Festival

LOGLINE
A dystopian future where thugs, crazed scientists and sleazy
corporations have become a norm in society, and our hero must
fight to preserve her own life and those closest to her.

SYNOPSIS
The year is 2021. The expected 3rd World War never really
happened after the major battles with ISIS. Instead it dispersed, like a big sermon, spread broken into small prayers;
a religious babble. In this dystopian future, set in an Asean
city slum, Miriam wakes up in hospital from the aftermath
of an accident that killed her family. In seeking out the truth
behind her mother’s death, and missing corpse, Miriam enters a world where the sleazy Aurora Corporation and small
groups, like that of rogue monks called the ‘Spiritualists’,
set up ‘fight to the death’ flash mobs, for on-line betting.
Here the strongest dead fighters and their body parts are
sold and bartered for cloning programmes; that of human
hybrids - chimeras. One night, walking off her despair in the
slums, Miriam discover her neighbour burying some unholy foetus in his backyard. She discovers that he is the infamous ‘Alchemist’, who’s been cloning creatures that the
Aurora Corp. would die to get their hands on. Miriam finds
her fate entangled with the ‘Alchemist’, as he cons her into
carrying a chimera in her womb, that sets Aurora and the
Spiritualists on her heels.

FEFF INDUSTRY / FOCUS ASIA

DIRECTOR’S NOTE
People want to believe. The future is uncertain. The rise of the
religious right is a sign of these anxieties. Science is a threat
– sex robots to cloning to opening up new frontiers, filling the
everyday with potential terrors.
In Vektor I want to make a film that builds our own myths and
fantasies. It is Heironymous Bosch’s ‘Garden Of Earthly Delights’
set in the Jakarta or Manila slums, whilst steel and glass spires
sit atop Garbage Mountain and a Necropolis, where the poor
live in cemeteries and mausoleums with the bones of the dead.
In the liminality of time and space, in this panoply of worlds,
Southeast Asia, is a vibrant chaos, an affirmation of life, in its
wild lurid colours, from the totems of local life to the neons of
a globalized promise. Show me a minimalist garden/film and
I’ll show you a fleshpot of tropical paradise dripping sweat,
sputum, shit and sex.

COMPANY
CONTACTS
APPARAT SDN. BHD.
11A, Jalan Mentakab,
Taman Tasik Titiwangsa
53200 Kuala Lumpur
Wilayah Persekutuan
M: +019 2347317
nansolo@gmail.com

DIRECTOR’S PROFILE
Dain Said is an award-winning Malaysian writer, visual artist
and filmmaker whose stories explore themes of memory, cultural hybridity and the human condition. In the early 90s he began
a versatile directing career that spans features, tv commercials,
creative documentaries and experimental works that have been
produced and screened internationally. His first two features
to be released, Bunohan (2011) and Interchange (2016) established Dain as a force to be reckoned within Malaysian cinema.

COMPANY PROFILE
Apparat is an independent film production company set up
in 2009 by Malaysian filmmakers, Nandita Solomon and Dain
Iskandar Said, to produce narrative fiction and documentary
films, in collaboration with other filmmakers & storytellers from
the Asian region and beyond. Apparat’s first feature, ‘Bunohan:
Return to Murder’ (2011), premiered at the Toronto International Film Festival, was picked up by Universal Pictures and was
Malaysia’s 2nd-ever submission to the Oscars in the Best Foreign Language Film category. Apparat’s second feature, ‘Interchange’ (2016) is represented by Reel Suspects and premiered
at the Locarno International Film Festival’s Piazza Grande, Toronto IFF and various other film festivals to date. The team at
Apparat is currently working on a slate of feature film projects
that range from fantasy-adventure to supernatural thrillers, as
well as developing a series based on ‘Interchange’ with online
streaming platform iFlix.

NANDITA SOLOMON
Producer

DAIN SAID
Director, Writer
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VESPER SEEDS

30

Country
Lithuania
Producer
Kristina Buozyte
Production Company
NATRIX NATRIX
Directors
Kristina Buozyte
Bruno Samper
Writer
Bruno Samper
Genre
Sci-Fi, Western
Total Budget
EUR 1.200.000
Financing in Place
TBD
Looking for
Co-production,
Financing,
Sales Agent

LOGLINE
PRETEEN peasant KID and his paralyzed BROTHER oppose rich
city mobsters to protect their new friend - GIRL - a bioengineered human who opens new possibilities for their lives.

SYNOPSIS
VESPER SEEDS – it’s European sci-fi Western which takes
place in decaying outskirts of a post-energetic world. This metaphoric tale explores the thematic of free will and determinism
in geographical, social and genetic levels.
Talented peasant PRETEEN KID (11/12 years) and his companion, speaking and emotionally unstable FLYING DRONE, which
is controlled by the brain of his paralyzed older BROTHER (27)
need to oppose rich city mobsters in order to protect their new
friend - GIRL - a bioengineered artificial human who opens new
possibilities for their lives.

DIRECTOR’S NOTE
“Vesper Seeds” is a methaphoric story which explores the
theme of free will versus determinism. It raises question about
the possibility of new generations to escape the rules of the
previous ones to create a new paradigm and choose what human beings they want to become. Beyond the sci-fi setting, the
story focuses on the study of human relationship – what is the
price to preserve morals and human empathy in a world which
forces a person to lose his humanity in order to survive.

FEFF INDUSTRY / FOCUS ASIA

As the story takes place in the rural area, the future world look
will be designed using “Low tech” and retro-futurism stylization with a touch of futuristic technologies. We’re planning to
shoot the film in Lithuanian rural area and to use digital VFX
to enhance the landscapes of this post-energetic future world
look. Atmospheric wide shots with matte painting will suggest
a wider world expanding off-screen.

DIRECTOR’S PROFILE
Kristina Buozyte and Bruno Samper are the creators of award
winning sci-fi romance “Vanishing Waves” which won 24 prizes
in different festivals – 2012 Méliès d’Or Award, Best European
Fantastic Film; 4 prizes in Fantastic Fest (Austin, USA), Special
Mention in 47th Karlovy Vary Film Festival among others, and
was widely distributed both in Europe and U.S.A. They co-directed and co-produced short segment for American horror
anthology “ABC’s of Death 2”. Currently the creators continue
collaboration on other feature film projects.

COMPANY
CONTACTS
NATRIX NATRIX
Giedraiciu 93 - 8
08214 Vilnius - Lithuania
M: +370 65794314
kristune@gmail.com

COMPANY PROFILE
“Natrix natrix” is a young film production company founded
by directors Kristina Buozyte and Bruno Samper. The company explores the new forms of cinematic storytelling. Currently the company is co-producing an interactive virtual reality
animation project “Trail of Angels”. It’s a tribute to famous
Lithuanian painter and composer M.K. Čiurlionis which invites
the viewer to explore the magic world of his paintings and interact with its environments and characters while listening to
the music of this outstanding artist. In parallel “Natrix Natrix”
is developing a feature project “Vesper Seeds” and narrative
interactive VR project “The Wake”.

KRISTINA BUOZYTE
Producer
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THE WATCHERS

32

Country
Italy
Producer
Giulia Achilli
Production Company
DUGONG
Director
Alejandro Fernández
Almendras
Writer
Michele Alberico
Massimo Bacchini
Genre
SciFi, Drama
Total Budget
EUR 1.135.000
Financing in Place
EUR 400.000
Looking for
Co-production,
Financing

LOGLINE
Thomas takes care of the watchers, people who live in a brain
dead state in front of perpetually turned-on monitors. He falls
in love with Anne, she’s a watcher.

SYNOPSIS
XXI century, an epidemic changed the course of human history. People began to fall in a catatonic state in front of screens.
‘The watchers’ live between life and death: their brainwaves
are flat while they turn deadly dangerous as soon as deprived
of visual stimula. To keep the watchers under control, governments created several sanitation compounds managed
by underpaid wards. Thomas is one of them. While attending
to his distressing duty, at compound 7 he bumps into Anne.
She’s the most delicately beautiful creature Thomas has
seen in a long time but she’s a watcher. Obsessed by the will
to connect with Anne lost soul, Thomas manages to find a
camera at the dodgy local black market, and starts talking
to her through self-video recordings. Anne doesn’t respond.
When a band of robbers breaks into the compound to ransack
watchers’ dismissed belongings, they rape Anne. Blinded by
rage Thomas cuts off the power, all monitors go black. The
watchers turn rabid. Fighting the violent outburst, Thomas
gets injured though saving Anne. Only the image of Thomas
death will finally awake the girl, in an inescapable cycle of
death and rebirth.

FEFF INDUSTRY / FOCUS ASIA

DIRECTOR’S NOTE
In the world of “the Watchers”, the Society of Spectacle has
fallen. TV, internet and Smartphones are no longer there the
way we know them, videos are clinically the sole and strongest of sedatives. The concern we have for our own image has
become unimaginable, the over representation that has so
strongly characterized our society in recent years is now ancestral history. Cities have been abandoned, streets are empty,
buildings rusting under a pale sun. Life happens in compounds,
giant hives able to host thousands of brain dead people. Each
one imprisoned in his own box of oblivion. In a desolate world,
dystopian in its atmospheres, distressing in its uncertain stillness, I would like to explore the possibility of one single human
relationship.

COMPANY
CONTACTS
DUGONG
P.za Ippolito Nievo 21
00153 Rome - Italy
M: +39 3289413867
giulia@dugong.it

DIRECTOR’S PROFILE
Since 2002 Alejandro (Chillan, Chile, 1971) has directed several shorts, including LA OFRENDA and ALONG CAME THE RAIN.
His first feature HUACHO, was selected for CineMart in 2007
and world premiered in the Critics’ Week at the Cannes IFF.
BY THE FIRE, his second feature, premiered at the 2011 San
Sebastián FF. In 2014, TO KILL A MAN was awarded the Grand
Jury Prize in the World Dramatic Competition at the 2014 Sundance Film Festival, and it was the official Chilean entry for the
Academy and Goya Awards. His latest film MUCH ADO ABOUT
NOTHING (2016) premiered at Sundance.

COMPANY PROFILE
Dugong is a Rome based production company founded in
2010 and committed to the development of cinema across
and beyond genres. Over the years, its films have been critically acclaimed: Stefano Savona’s Tahrir – Liberation Square
won the David di Donatello and Nastro d’Argento for Best
Documentary in 2012, and was sold to more than 20 countries while Yuri Ancarani’s The Challenge won the Special
Jury Prize at Locarno IFF in 2016 and is to be soon released in
the US. By the same author Whipping Zombie just premiered
at Rotterdam IFF. In production among others is S. Savona’s
Samouni Road, supported by MIBACT, Rai Cinema, CNC,
ARTE and Eurimages; and Li Muerti by Maci Verdesca, a horror comedy supported by MIBACT development fund. Dugong
was the first Italian company ever invited at the Shanghai Tv
Festival International Bidding Conference with the project
Kung Fu Star, currently in development.

GIULIA ACHILLI
Producer
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MARKET SCREENINGS

ALMOST DEAD — p. 35
Giorgio BRUNO
Horror / Thriller, Italy, 2015

MR. ZHU’S SUMMER — p. 40
SONG Haolin
Drama, China, 2017

BALLAD IN BLOOD — p. 35
Ruggero DEODATO,
Thriller / Mystery, Italy, 2016

OUR EVIL — p. 41
Samuel GALLI
Horror, Brazil, 2017

BROKEN — p. 36
Shaun Robert SMITH
Horror / Drama / Thriller, UK, 2015

POOLSIDEMAN — p. 41
WATANABE Hirobumi
Drama / Social Issue, Japan, 2016

DARKLAND — p. 36
Fenar AHMAD
Action / Crime & Gangster, Denmark, 2017

THE PRISON — p. 42
NA Hyun,
Crime / Action, South Korea, 2017

GOD OF WAR — p. 37
Gordon CHAN
Action / War - Anti-war, China/HK, 2017

PURGATORYO — p. 42
Derick CABRIDO,
Horror / Thriller, Philippines, 2016

INDIVISIBILI — p. 37
Edoardo DE ANGELIS,
Drama, Italy, 2016

RED CHRISTMAS — p. 43
Craig ANDERSON
Horror, Australia, 2016

JAILBREAK — p. 38
Jimmy HENDERSON
Action / Martial Arts, Cambodia, 2017

SECLUSION — p. 43
Erik MATTI
Religious Horror, Philippines, 2016

KILLS ON WHEELS — p. 38
Attila TILL
Action / Comedy, Hungary, 2016

SPECIAL ENCOUNTERS — p. 44
Min HWANG
Drama, China, 2017

LIBERAMI — p. 39
Federica DI GIACOMO
Documentary, Italy / France, 2016

SURVIVAL FAMILY — p. 44
Shinobu YAGUCHI
Sci-Fi Suspense, Japan, 2017

MEATBALL MACHINE KODOKU — p. 39
Yoshihiro NISHIMURA,
Asian, Japan, 2017

VANISHING TIME:
A BOY WHO RETURNED — p. 45
UM Tae-hwa
fantasy / drama, South Korea, 2016

MON ANGE — p. 40
Harry CLEVEN,
Fantasy / Romance, Belgium - France, 2016

34
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MARKET SCREENINGS

ALMOST DEAD
A car crash puts the life of doctor Hope Walsh back into her hands,
together with the survival of all mankind, struck by a widespread
infective epidemic which turns people into zombies.
After the accident, Hope regains consciousness in her car, and in
a state of total amnesia is left with only six hours time to nd the
serum that will stop the virus, which has already infected her body
through the bite of a zombie..

CREDITS
Italy, 2015, DCP, 85’
Genre: Horror, Thriller Director: Giorgio BRUNO
International Sales Company: Phoenix World Wide Entertainment
Sales: Available territories: Worldwide except North America and UK

BALLAD IN BLOOD
It’s the day after Halloween Night in an Italian academic city. Jacopo,
Lenka and Duke wake up in the student’s apartment Lenka shares
with her roommate Elisabeth. Jacopo is a student too, Duke is an
African-American drug dealer.
The dawn of the new day brings with it a horrible problem: Elizabeth
is dead. Someone has cut her throat. But there’s more, neither Jacopo
nor Duke nor Lenka remember what happened. They were too drunk
and stoned… They do try to get rid of the body, but with disastrous
results. Then, they slowly start to remember and find out Elisabeth has
recorded most of that Halloween party happenings on her smartphone.
When pieces begin to fall in place, we are faced with a nightmare of
sex and blood. In the meantime, Lenka thinks of a plan to pull herself
out of trouble.

CREDITS
Italy, 2016, Blu-ray, 95’
Genre: Thriller, Mistery Director: Ruggero DEODATO
International Sales Company: Tv Co srl
Sales: Available territories: Worldwide except Italy, Norway,
Sweden, Finland, Denmark, Iceland
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BROKEN
Evie is a 25 year old agency support worker trying to fund her way
through university to path the way to a better life. The job is emotionally & physically draining, long hours, low paid and the clients are
excessively demanding. The agency relocates Evie to another client
after her previous tragically passes away. Desperate to keep her job
she immediately accepts the position and moves on to the next post.
John is a 43 year old tetraplegic - an ‘accident’ five years earlier resulted in John being paralysed from the waist down. The injury has left
him with limited movement in his hands. Along with the physical disabilities he suffers from a number of deep psychological issues. Evie’s
duties will include, cooking, cleaning and all aspects of John’s personal
hygiene. Evie is at his every beckon call. She is pushed to the edge;
arranging prostitutes, scoring drugs and going above and beyond the
call of duty. It’s only a matter before someone breaks!

CREDITS
United Kingdom, 2015, DCP 2K, 97’
Genre: Horror, Thriller, Drama Director: Shaun Robert SMITH
International Sales Company: Bird Box Entertainment
Sales: Available territories: All

DARKLAND
Zaid is a successful surgeon and lives in a fancy apartment with his
pregnant girlfriend. One night Zaid’s younger brother, Yasin, knocks on
his door and asks his brother for money. Zaid refuses. A few days later
Yasin gets assaulted and killed. Since the police are not very helpful,
Zaid feels forced to find out who did it himself and embarks on a mission to eliminate all the criminal gangs in Copenhagen. He disguises
himself and takes on the criminal underworld. But Zaid’s persistent
battle results in serious consequences for himself and his family, and
he has to decide if the price of revenge is worth it all.

CREDITS
Denmark, 2017, Blu-ray, 112’
Genre: Action, Crime & Gangster Director: Fenar AHMAD
International Sales Company: Trustnordisk
Sales: Available territories: Worldwide except UK, France,
Germany, Albania, Japan, China, Turkey, Poland, Estonia, Mexico
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GOD OF WAR
During the 16th century, Japanese pirates proliferate along the Chinese coastline. In 1557, the pirates take over Cengang in Zhejiang. After months of futile advances, Commander Yu (Sammo Hung) finally defeats them under the leadership of newly promoted General Qi
(Vincent Zhao). The pirates, however, manage to escape. No sooner
has Qi identified the key weakness of the Chinese army than he starts
remapping the coastal regions to eradicate the pirates. When he finds
the villagers of Yiwu loyal and courageous, he drafts them into his own
army which soon becomes a formidable force against the pirates, with
tactics developed specifically against them. In 1561, the pirates regroup and once again attack the coastal cities of China. With both
the cities of Xinhe and Taizhou under attack, Qi’s army is caught between two fires. Even though most family members of his soldiers are
located in Xinhe, Qi makes the tough decision to go to Taizhou and
leaves his wife in charge of the fight against.

CREDITS
China/Hong Kong, 2017, DCP 2K, 128’ Genre: Action, War/Anti War
Director: Gordon CHAN International Sales Company: Media Asia Film
Sales: Available territories: Worldwide except China

INDIVISIBILI
Dasy and Viola are siamese twin sisters on the verge of turning 18,
living in the suburbs of Naples. They are blessed with beautiful voices
and thanks to their performances at weddings, communions and baptisms, they get the livelihood for the whole family.
Kept isolated from the rest of the world by their own father, who just
exploits them in order to make money, their life turns upside-down
when one of them falls in love for the first time and they discover that
they can be separated.

CREDITS
Italy, 2016, Blu-ray, 104’
Genre: Drama Director: Edoardo DE ANGELIS
International Sales Company: True Colours
Sales: Available territories: All Asian territories
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JAILBREAK
A group of special task force officers are sent to Prei Klaa prison where
are detained the country’s top criminals. What started as a simple escort mission will soon turn to chaos as the prisoners take over grounds.
Our 4 heroes will have to fight their way out for survival, or die trying.

CREDITS
Cambodia, 2017, DCP, 92’,
Genre: Action, Martial Arts Director: Jimmy HENDERSON
International Sales Company: XYZ Films
Sales: Available Territories: Worldwide except Cambodia, Thailand,
Malaysia, Laos, Myanmar, Korea

KILLS ON WHEELS
This is a meaningful action-comedy of a wheelchair-bound assassin gang. Driven by despair and fear of becoming useless, a 20 yearold boy, his friend, and an ex-fireman offer their services to the mafia. But things are not what they seem. The boundaries between reality and fiction blur and the story becomes a whirling kaleidoscope
showing us gangsters and gunfights, but also the challenge of life in
a wheelchair and the pain caused by a father’s rejection.

CREDITS
Hungary, 2016, Blu-ray, 105’
Genre: Action, Comedy Director: Attila TILL
International Sales Company: HNFF World Sales
Sales: Available Territories: Worldwide except USA, Canada, France,
Germany, Japan, China (only home video and VOD), Taiwan, Greece,
Spain, United Kingdom, Ireland.
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LIBERAMI
“Every year, in Italy, in Europe and in the world, a higher and higher
number of people affirms to feel possessed by Satan. The Catholic
Church responds to this emergency training more and more exorcist
priests. Father Cataldo is one of them. He’s a veteran, one of the most
valued in Sicily and in the whole country, famous to fight demons
with a particular strength and harshness. Every Tuesday Gloria, Enrico, Anna and Giulia follow, along with many other believers, Father
Cataldo’s mass and look for a cure to their disease, for which they’re
not able to find labels nor answers. LIBERAMI is the story about the
practice of exorcism and people’s issues of everyday life: the contrasts between ancient traditions and modern habits, between sacred and profane, meet in this astonishing documentary and reveal
themselves disturbing and hilarious at the same time.

CREDITS
Italy/France, 2016, Blu-ray, 89’
Genre: Documentary Director: Federica DI GIACOMO
International Sales Company: True Colours
Sales: Worldwide except Italy, France, UK, Poland, Japan, USA,
Canada, Estonia, Israele (Tv rights).

MEATBALL MACHINE KODOKU
Coming from outer space, alien parasites take control of humans and
transform them into monstrous killing machines called Necro-borgs.
Then the Orgs have to fight each other to death. When a dying man
and fragile woman become victims of these parasites, they try to
change their fate and escape the savagery of these modern days scifi gladiator fights.

CREDITS
Japan, 2017, DCP, 108’
Genre: Asian Director: Yoshihiro NISHIMURA
International Sales Company: WTFILMS
Sales: Available Territories: Asia excluding Japan and Taiwan
France, UK/Eire, Spain, Italy, Scandinavia, Greece, Turkey, Latin
America, Middle East, Australia/New Zealand
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He is invisible, she is blind, they are in love...

Angel

a film by

Harry Cleven
Fleur

Geffrier

Elina

Löwensohn

Maya

Dory

Hannah

Boudru

François

Vincentelli

SCÉNARIO ORIGINAL HARRY CLEVEN ET THOMAS GUNZIG MUSIQUE ORIGINALE GEORGE ALEXANDER VAN DAM PRODUCTION JACO VAN DORMAEL, OLIVIER RAUSIN ET DANIEL MARQUET COPRODUCTION BART VAN LANGENDONCK, ARLETTE ZYLBERBERG ET PHILIPPE LOGIE IMAGE JULIETTE VAN DORMAEL MONTAGE MATYAS VERESS SON LUCAS LE BART, FREDERIC FICHEFET ET GILLES BENARDEAU
DÉCORS LUC NOËL COSTUMES BRITTA ANGE MAQUILLAGE KAATJE VAN DAMME COIFFURE GUY STAUMONT ASSISTANAT RÉALISATION RAFFAËLE LAMBOT DIRECTION DES EFFETS SPÉCIAUX WILLY LE BLEIS ET MARC HERICHER DIRECTION DE PRODUCTION FRANCOIS DUBOIS PRODUCTION EXÉCUTIVE TWENTY TWO UNE COPRODUCTION BELGIQUE-FRANCE TERRA INCOGNITA FILMS, CLIMAX FILMS, APRES LE DELUGE, SAVAGE FILM, RTBF (TÉLÉVISION BELGE), VOO ET BE TV
PRODUIT AVEC L’AIDE DU CENTRE DU CINÉMA ET DE L’AUDIOVISUEL DE LA FÉDÉRATION WALLONIE-BRUXELLES AVEC LE SOUTIEN DU FONDS AUDIOVISUEL DE FLANDRE (VAF) AVEC LA PARTICIPATION DE LA WALLONIE ET DE LA RÉGION BRUXELLES-CAPITALE RÉALISÉ AVEC LE SOUTIEN DU TAX SHELTER DU GOU VERNEMENT FEDERAL BELGE, CASA KAFKA PICTURES,

CASA KAFKA PICTURES MOVIE TAX SHELTER EMPOWERED BY BELFIUS EN ASSOCIATION AVEC MANON 6 DISTRIBUTION BENELUX IMAGINE FILM DISTRIBUTION VENTES INTERNATIONALES GROUPE DEUX ET ELLE DRIVER

MON ANGE
Louise, overcome by sorrow after her partner mysteriously disappears, is committed to a psychiatric asylum. In utter secrecy, she
brings into the world a little boy whom she names Angel and who
possesses an amazing peculiarity: he is invisible. Louise urges Angel never to reveal his existence to a world that shows a ruthless
intolerance to difference.
But one day, Angel meets Madeleine, a little blind girl, and falls
hopelessly in love with her. Due to her blindness, Angel can love
Madeleine while keeping his secret. Their love grows over the
years, until the day Madeleine announces something that will turn
their lives upside down: she will recover her sight.

CREDITS
Belgium/France, 2016, DCP, 84’
Genre: Fantasy, Romance Director: Herry CLEVEN
International Sales Company: Elle Driver
Sales: Available Territories: Worldwide except Korea, HK&Macao,
Canada, Ex-Yougo, Latin America, Taiwan, Russian & Baltics, Poland, Benelux, Germany, Austria, Eastern Europe Pay TV

MR ZHU’S SUMMER
Mr. Zhu is an elementary school teacher. Humble and always trying
to earn respect, he really cares about his students but fails to be
appreciated by them. His colleagues don’t like how he inspires his
students either. King Kong and Grasshopper are the two troublemakers in Zhu’s class and always challenge Zhu. Humiliations and
frustrations lead Mr. Zhu to resign. The two naughty kids then decide to win him back no matter what it takes...

CREDITS
China, 2017, DCP, 90’
Genre: Drama Director: Haolin SONG
International Sales Company: iQIYI.com, Inc.
Sales: Available Territories: Worldwide
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OUR EVIL
In the seedy underbelly of Sao Paulo, an exorcist employs a serial killer
to protect his daughter from demonic possession..

CREDITS
Brazil, 2017, DCP 2K, 92’
Genre: Horror Director: Samuel GALLI
International Sales Company: Jinga Films
Sales: Available Territories: Worldwide except UK and Scandinavia

POOLSIDEMAN
In a suburb north of Tokyo that seems to be secluded from the world’s
madness and malice, Yusuke Mizuhara works as a lifeguard at a swimming pool. With no family, friends or love, his life is lonely and monotonous. One day, he goes to another pool as a replacement guard with
his unpopular coworker Koji Shirasaki… The latest film by Hirobumi
and Yuji Watanabe of And the Mud Ship Sails Away… and 7 Days, both
of which screened at TIFF, POOLSIDEMAN marks the debut of Gaku
Imamura in the title role.
The Watanabe Brothers create ambitious films with a unique view and
sensibility, and here, expose the twisted depths of Japanese society
and the inexplicable tendencies of Japanese people.

CREDITS
Japan, 2016, DCP, 117’
Genre: Social Issue, Drama Director: Hirobumi WATANABE
International Sales Company: Article Films
Sales: Available Territories: All
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THE PRISON
Yu-gon (KIM Rae-won), a troubled former police inspector, is sentenced to prison for a hit-and- run accident, placing him in a confined place with other inmates that he himself had put behind bars.
While inside, he discovers that the entire penitentiary is controlled
by an inmate named Ik-ho (HAN Seok-kyu) who has been running a
crime syndicate with the help of the warden and guards which provides them the perfect alibi. Soon after, he becomes a crucial member
of the crime empire.

CREDITS
South Korea, 2017, DCP 2K, 125’
Genre: Crime, Action Director: Hyun NA
International Sales Company: Showbox Corp.
Sales: Africa, Australia &amp; New Zealand, China, France, Japan,
North America, Philippines, Switzerland, Taiwan, United Kingdom, and
world in-flight.

PURGATORYO
“Purgatoryo” tells the story of Ilyong, a recently-dead man killed
by the police, after he was caught stealing. This is the beginning of
his story – his death. Soon after, he is brought into a sleazy funeral
home, run by Violet, a greedy homosexual who has learned to survive
by renting out the dead bodies in his funeral home to Simon. Along
for the ride is Jojo, a police officer who is under the payroll of Simon
and who supplies the dead bodies for Violet to take care of and make
money from. Violet has two workers, On-on and Dyograd, who clean
the cadavers and prepare them for the wake. On-on, for all his good
looks, no longer feels alive except when he is gambling. Dyograd, on
the other hand, only feels alive when he is having sex. Shortly after the
arrival of Ilyong, misfortune and mayhem ensue.

CREDITS
Philippines, 2016, Blu-ray, 85’
Genre: Horror, Thriller Director: Derick CABRIDO
International Sales Company: Reel Suspects
Sales: Available Territories: Worldwide except Philippines,
and Scandinavia
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RED CHRISTMAS
Starring Dee Wallace (Cujo, E.T, The Hills Have Eyes, The Howling,
Critters) A mother must protect her family on Christmas Day from
a demented stranger who is hell-bent on tearing them apart. A
rollercoaster of splatter unearths shattering secrets with a Silent
Night setting.

CREDITS
Australia, 2016, DCP 2K, 82’
Genre: Horror Director: Craig ANDERSON
International Sales Company: Devilworks
Sales: Available Territories: Worldwide except USA, Australia, New
Zealand, Germany

SECLUSION
It is said that the last seven days before ordination is the most
dangerous for deacons. The devil will haunt and tempt them out of
priesthood so the church sends them into a strict house of seclusion
where they will be kept safe and far from worldly desires. But when
a little girl reputed to be a “messenger of God” and a nun, serving as
her guardian enters, rules of the house are broken one by one as each
deacon faces their demons in a battle to guard their faith.

CREDITS
Philippines, 2016, DCP 2K, 88’
Genre: Religious Horror
Director: Erik MATTI
International Sales Company: None
Sales: None
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SPECIAL ENCOUNTERS
Middle-aged single lady Yingshu, a literature lover and novelist,
longs for beautiful love. She has been very active on an online gaming community under the alias En’ying. She gets to know a 21-yearold young man Xiaojian there and seems fall in love gradually. Because of the age gap, YingShu hesitates to meet Xiaojian in person.
But the further they go, feeling more painful and twisted for both
of them. Eventually Xiaojian learns the truth of her real identity and
becomes really mad, planning his revenge of all the ways. Yet, he
surprisingly finds out that she is his favorite novelitst and also the
one kept in his brother’s innermost heart...

CREDITS
China, 2017, Blu-ray, 98’
Genre: Drama Director: Min HWANG
International Sales Company: Wanda Media
Sales: Available Territories: Worldwide

SURVIVAL FAMILY
Alena, from a poor background is being transferred to an elite boarding
school. Her posh classmate Filippa despises everything about Alena
and quickly turns all the other girls against her. Verbal bullying soon
turns into physical abuse. The only person Filippa is dying to befriend
is trendy and rich Fabienne. But Fabienne has taken an interest in
Alena. This relationship is a grievance for Filippa and also for Josefin,
Alena’s old friend.

CREDITS
Japan, 2017, DCP 2K, 117’
Genre: Sci-Fi Suspense Director: Shinobu YAGUCHI
International Sales Company: Pony Canyon Inc.
Sales: Available Territories: Worldwide except Taiwan,
Hong Kong, Macau, mainland China, and South Korea.
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VANISHING TIME:
A BOY WHO RETURNED
13 - year - old Su-rin (SHIN Eun-su) and her only friend Sung-min
discover a magical egg holding a time-eating monster with their
friends in a cave on their island. The boys take it outside then suddenly
disappear, leaving Su-rin behind. While the police assume that this is
an abduction case and start an investigation to find the missing boys,
a strange grown-up man (GANG Dong-won) shows up in town and
approaches Su-rin, insisting that he is her friend Sung-min.

CREDITS
South Korea, 2016, DCP 2K, 129’
Genre: Fantasy, Drama Director: Tae-hwa UM
International Sales Company: Showbox Corp.
Sales: Available territories: Australia, New Zealand, China, Japan,
Malaysia, Brunei, Myanmar, North America, Philippines, Singapore,
Taiwan, Turkey, United Kingdom, Vietnam, and world in-flight
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ablaze image
ABLAZE
IMAGE (Taiwan)
June wu
int’l Sales
sales & Distribution / junewu@ablazeimage.com
Wu / Director, Int’l
ablaze image
Ablaze
Image is a Taipei-based international sales and distribution company
dedicated to bringing quality chinese
Chinese language films to worldwide audiences.
The company’s joint venture partners are Atom
atom Cinema
cinema Limited
limited and One
one Proproduction film
Film co.
Co. The team at ablaze
Ablaze image
Image has over 10 years of direct experience and reputation in international distribution and success of numerous
chinese language films.
Chinese

allfilm oÜ
(estonia)
ALLFILM
OÜ (Estonia)
ivo
producer / ivo@allfilm.ee
Ivo Felt / Producer
allfilm is an academy
Allfilm
Academy award
Award and golden
Golden globe
Globe nominated production house
operating since 1995. The company’s scope of activity varies from developing
and producing quality features, documentaries and TV series to developing
transmedia concepts and producing highly finished commercials. The company also provides production services for international films and commercials.
over
allfilm has produced more than 70 films, including 23 internaOver the years Allfilm
tional co-productions,and
Co-Productions,and more than 400 commercials.

arTicle films
ARTICLE
FILMS (Japan)
Emi Ueyama / Sales
sales agent / emi@articlefilms.com
arTiclefilms is a hybrid sales and distribution company that specialize on inARTiclefilms
ternational sales and production of Japanese independent films from big to
micro budget, comedy to horror, documentary and all around that art
Art music
Music
ecology and human rights, Short
short and Feature
feature films.
Ecology

aurora MEDIA
meDia HOLDINGS
HolDings / AURORA
aurora GLOBAL
global MEDIA
meDia CAPITAL
capiTal (Singapore)
(singapore)
AURORA
group Managing
managing Partner
partner / justin@aurora.media
Justin Deimen / Group
aurora Media
media Holdings is one of southeast
Aurora
Southeast asia’s
Asia’s leading media and entertainment asset incubation, investment and management vehicles. our
Our portfolio focuses on international projects and entities with commercial appeal. We
enhance and develop institutional investments into regional creative sectors
by establishing innovative and efficient media financing packages for fellow
investors and producers.
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birD
BIRD box
BOX enTerTainmenT
ENTERTAINMENT (uK)
(Uk)
Craig Conway / Managing
managing Director / cc@birdboxent.com
bb88
BB88 is an independent uK
UK film production company with the clear mission
china content with the backing of the china-uK
film
statement to create uK
UK / China
China-UK Film
fund. BB88
bb88 is devoted to innovative creative development and collaboration
Fund.
industry practitioners and first time filmmakers from
between long standing Industry
Directors, writers and actors of all ages to produce independent films across
chinese, UK
uK and International
international markets.
all genres for the Chinese,

braVos picTures
BRAVOS
PICTURES lTD.
LTD. (Hong Kong sar
SAR china)
China)
Queenie Li / Sales
sales & Distribution Manager
manager / queenie.li@bravospictures.com
braVos
BRAVOS picTures
PICTURES limiTeD
LIMITED since
Since its establishment in 2013, bravos
Bravos pictures
Pictures
limited
Limited is managed by specialists from the film industry distributing and promoting quality movies. The company also provides films distribution, marketing and advertising services for independent film-makers. The distribution
team acquires
in in
diverse
genres
across
the globe,
represents
filmacquiresquality
qualityfilms
films
diverse
genres
across
the globe,
represents
makers
in international
sales,sales,
and develops
film projects.
film-makers
in international
and develops
film projects.

bucHeon
BUCHEON inT’l
INT’L fanTasTic
FANTASTIC film
FILM fesTiVal
FESTIVAL (south
(South Korea)
Jongsuk Thomas Nam / NAFF
naff Managing
managing Director / tommynam68@gmail.com
launched
Launched in 1997, bucheon
Bucheon international
International fantastic
Fantastic film
Film festival
Festival (bifan)
(BIFAN) has grown
by leaps to become the largest and most dynamic genre film showcase in asia,
Asia, bringing together the countless film enthusiasts and achieving a global fame through its
popular, creative and progressive programming. in
In addition to the network
Network of asian
Asian
fantastic
Fantastic films
Films (naff),
(NAFF), the first-ever genre film industry program started in 2008,
bifan
BIFAN launched b.i.g
B.I.G (bifan
(BIFAN industry
Industry gathering)
Gathering) in 2016 to expand and strengthen
its industry program consisting of naff,
NAFF, Korea now,
Now, made
Made in
In asia
Asia and new
New media.
Media.

cg
enTerTainmenT (italy)
CG ENTERTAINMENT
(Italy)
Lorenzo Ferrari Ardicini / Vice President
president / lorenzo@cgent.it
cg
italian independent company active in video and web
CG entertainment
Entertainment srl is an Italian
distribution. Its
its library of more than 5000 titles offers a wide and diverse range of
films: cult movies, rediscovered classics, animated series and the latest Italian
italian and
international
cg entertainment
International productions, available on
on DVD
DVD and
and blu-ray
Blu-rayDisc.
Disc.CG
Entertainment
also operates as a content provider on the main digital distribution platforms.
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CINEMANSE
cpH pix - copenHagen
OY (Finland) film fesTiVals (Denmark)
Hanna
Lajunen
/ Director
ofprogram
Acquisitions
& Distribution / hanna@cinemanse.fi
Niels
Lind
Larsen
/ Head of
/ niels@cphpix.dk
Cinemanse
is an
independent
Finnishfilm
filmfestival
import in
and
distribution
cpH
pix is the
biggest
annual feature
Denmark.
everycompany
year the
looking for
high-profile
quality
filmsafrom
worldwide
talent.
Recent
festival
offers
audiences
of all ages
14-day
programme
with
morehighlights
than 200
include
thearound
Goldenthe
Bear
winners
2016activities.
& 2017 Fire
at Sea
(Gianfranco
Rosi)
&
films
from
world
and 700
in 2016
the
busTer film
fesOn Body
and Souland
(Ildiko
Enyedi)
and part
arthouse
gems
asindependent
The Handmaiden
tival
for children
youth
became
of cpH
pixsuch
as an
pro(Chan-wook
Park), Neruda
(Pablo Larraín),
Fromthe
thefestival
Land ofsaw
the aMoon
(Nicole
gramme
for schools
and families.
as a result,
record
high
Garcia),
Clouds admissions
of Sils Maria
Assayas),
of Tales
(Matteo
Garrone)
total of 65,000
in(Olivier
2016. next
editionTale
of cpH
pix takes
place
sep.28
and
The Unknown
Girl (Dardenne brothers).
- oct.11,
2017.

CINEPLEX
DEVELOPMENT
cinemanse
oy (finland) CO. (Taiwan)
Gino Hsu
/ Vice /President
/ cineplex@ms7.hinet.net
hanna
Lajunen
Director of
acquisitions & Distribution / hanna@cinemanse.fi
Cineplex Development
Co. is a Taipei-based
film
distribution
company, focusing
on
cinemanse
is an independent
finnish film
import
and distribution
company
the distribution
of featurequality
films from
over worldwide
the world. In
addition
Cineplex
is also
looking
for high-profile
filmsallfrom
talent.
recent
highlights
involved the
in the
production
of feature
films
and TV
series.
We(gianfranco
have released
films
include
golden
bear winners
2016
& 2017
fire
at sea
rosi)
&
for such
Pulp
Fiction,
is beautiful
, Gomorra,
Lasuch
Grande
Belleza,
Where to
on
bodyas:
and
soul
(ildikoLife
enyedi)
and arthouse
gems
as The
Handmaiden
Invade Next, The
Commnue,
Queen and
La of
Belle
La Bete,
etc.
(chan-wook
park),
neruda Dheepan,
(pablo larraín),
fromCountry,
the land
theetmoon
(nicole
We also released
Asian
Bodyguard,
The Tale
Second
Coming,
Twilight
on Line.
garcia),
clouds of
silsmovie
mariaThe
(olivier
assayas),
of Tales
(matteo
garrone)
and The unknown girl (Dardenne brothers).

DEVILWORKS (Malta)
cineplex DeVelopmenT co. (Taiwan)
Samantha Richardson / Sales agent / samantha@devilworks.eu
Rolleri
/ Sales agent / matteo@devilworks.eu
Gino hsu / ViceMatteo
president
/ cineplex@ms7.hinet.net
DEVILWORKS
is a Boutiquefilm
World
Film Sales
Agent, representing
cineplex Development
co. is a Taipei-based
distribution
company,
focusing on
films.from
We are
constantly
looking
for filmscineplex
that challenge
the distribution challenging
of feature films
all over
the world.
in addition
is also
the preconceptions
of films
genreand
thatTV
recreates
new
wayreleased
of tellingfilms
stoinvolved in the production
of feature
series. aWe
have
We specialise
in entertaining
films,
Action,
Horror,
for such as: pulpries.
fiction,
life is beautiful
, gomorra,
laranging
grandefrom
bellezza,
Where
to
Science
Fiction,
Thriller
cutting
invade next, TheFantasy,
commnue,
Dheepan,
Queen
andand
country,
laedge
belleDocumentaries.
et la bete, etc.
passion
isThe
to bring
to the world
marketcoming,
unexpected
stories.
We also releasedOur
asian
movie
bodyguard,
The second
Twilight
on line.

DON
FILMSHD
(Finland)
classica
(italy)
Aleksi Hyvarinen
/ Producer,
aleksi@donfilms.fi
Christian
Giuffrida
/ Head ofCEO
post /production
Hailing from
comes
DON
FILMS.
Co-founded
in 2010 recordings
by friends
inspiring
our Helsinki
audienceFinland,
with live
events,
world
premieres
and legendary
with solidopera,
backgrounds
in producing,
directing
and
screenwriting,
we devotedocuourfeaturing
ballet and
concert with
subtitles
in six
languages. on-topic
selves to character-driven
stories
withprogramming.
high stakes and
unstoppable
momentum.
mentaries
complete the 24/7
premium
as affiliate
to unitel
classica,
With our 24-episode
familymusic
fictionproduction
series nominated
forclassica
Finland’s main
TV award,
worldwide
leading classical
company,
HD broadcasts
and Taneli
Mustonen’s
horror
filmfestivals
and local
box
office
hit Lake
earning
rave
from
the most
renowned
stages,
and
music
events
withBodom
the most
outstandreviews
such
as Variety,
and italian
The Hollywood
Rep.
ing
starsin
intrades
classical
music
and raiseScreen
to the Int.
leading
channel for
classical music.
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ELLE DRIVER (France)
DeVilWorKs
(malta)
Semira Hedayati
/ Sales agent
/ semira@elledriver.eu
samantha
Richardson
/ sales agent / samantha@devilworks.eu
Rolleri
/ sales
agent / matteo@devilworks.eu
Elle Driver is an Matteo
international
sales
and acquisitions
company based in Paris comDeVilWorKs
a boutique
World
film
sales agent,
representing
mitted to represent
and grow is
with
the world’s
most
creative
rising talents,
from
are constantly
looking
fora films
that
challenge
well establishedchallenging
to first-filmfilms.
and We
arthouse
directors.
Across
broad
spectrum
of
the preconceptions
of genre a
that
recreates
a new
waywith
of telling
stobudgets and content,
our slate emphasizes
diversity
of films
each
a unique
ries. We specialise
in entertaining
films,
rangingan
from
action,
Horror,
universe and sensibility.
Our ambition
is to promote
worldwide
activist,
different
fantasy,
science
fiction,
Thriller demanding
and cuttingand
edge
Documentaries.
– sometimes risky
– cinema,
through
an original,
alternative
lineup.
our passion is to bring to the world market unexpected stories.

ENTERMODE (South Korea)
Don films (finland)
Bruce D. Lee / President / brucedlee@netsgo.com
Aleksi hyvarinen
/ producer,
ceo / aleksi@donfilms.fi
Kevin
Han / VicePresident
Hailing from Helsinki
finland,
comes
Don films.
co-founded
in 2010
friends
EnterMode
was
established
in 2003.
The company
hadby
acquired
with solid backgrounds
in producing,
screenwriting,
we devote
and distributed
more directing
than 100and
foreign
films in Korea.
It alsoourhas
selves to character-driven
stories with
stakes
and unstoppable
momentum.
produced, financed
and high
invested
in Korean.
Company founder
and
With our 24-episode
familyD.
fiction
series
nominated
for
finland’s
TV award,
CEO Bruce
Lee has
been
active for
more
than main
30 years
in the
and Taneli mustonen’s
horror
film and
local box office
hitof
lake
bodom
earning rave
industry
formerly
as managing
director
Dong-A
Exportand
gereviews in tradesneral
suchmanager
as Variety,
screen int.TriStar
and The
Hollywood rep.
of Columbia
picture.

EXPLORER
ENTERTAINMENT
enTermoDe
(south Korea) SRL (Italy)
Salvatore
Lizzio
/ Sales Agent
/ salvatore.lizzio@gmail.com
Bruce
D. Lee
/ president
/ brucedlee@netsgo.com
Explorer Entertainment
is a in
cinematic
production
founded
2013. Unentermode
was established
2003. The
company society
had acquired
andindistributed
til now
it produced
various
genre.and
It starts
its
more
than
100 foreign
filmsmovies,
in Korea.especially
it also hasThriller/Horror
produced, financed
invested
own
path with
“Bite”founder
by Alberto
the drama
called
“Le
Vojage”
in
Korean.
company
and Sciamma,
ceo brucefollows
D. lee has
been active
for
more
than
featuring
Gerard
Depardieau.
In 2015
it co-produces
Dead”,
30 years inthe
thegreat
industry
formerly
as managing
director
of Dong-a“Almost
exportand
geby
Giorgio
Bruno,
and in 2016
produces
neral
manager
of columbia
Tristar
picture.“Deprivation”, by Brian Skiba. In 2016
the big leap comes with “The Executioners”, by Giorgio Serafini. 2017 starts
with “My Little Baby”, Giorgio Bruno second work.

explorer enTerTainmenT srl (italy)

FANTASIA FESTIVAL
DE FILMS (Canada)
salvatore LizzioINTERNATIONAL
/ sales agent / salvatore.lizzio@gmail.com
explorer entertainment is a cinematic production society founded in 2013. until now
Ariel
Esteban
Cayer
/ Programmer
/ ariel@fantasiafestival.com
it
produced
various
movies,
especially Thriller/Horror
genre. it starts its own path with
Since by
its alberto
inception
in 1996, follows
the Fantasia
International
Festival
is nowthe
recogni“bite”
sciamma,
the drama
called “leFilm
Vojage”
featuring
great
zed as the
largest and
mostitinfluential
event
of its kind
in North
America,
a leader
gerard
Depardieau.
in 2015
co-produces
“almost
Dead”,
by giorgio
bruno,
and in
on theproduces
genre film
scene and one
of theskiba.
country’s
most
popular
film
festivals.
2016
“Deprivation”,
by brian
in 2016
the
big leap
comes
with With
“The
a varied programming
andserafini.
an emphasis
on thewith
imaginative
cinema
Asia, Europe
executioners”,
by giorgio
2017 starts
“my little
baby”,ofgiorgio
bruno
and thework.
Americas, Fantasia’s offerings range from unique and powerful personal
second
visions to international commercial crowd-pleasers rarely seen in North America.
FOCUS ASIA / FEFF INDUSTRY
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fanTasia
film fesTiVal (canada)
FIL
ROUGEinTernaTional
MEDIA (Italy)
Ariel
Esteban
/ programmer
/ ariel@fantasiafestival.com
Andrea
Cirla /Cayer
General
Manager / andreacirla@hotmail.com
since
its inception
in 1996, the
festival is nowplayer
recogniFil
Rouge
Media started
its fantasia
activitiesinternational
in 2014 asfilm
an independent
in
zed as the largest
most influential
eventin
ofItaly
its kind
in Italian
north america,
a leader
publishing
and inand
theatrical
distribution,
and
speaking
Switon
the genre
scenefocus
and one
the country’sarthouse
most popular
film
festivals. With
zerland,
withfilm
special
on of
international
films,
documentaries,
a
varied
programming
and
an
emphasis
on
the
imaginative
cinema
of
asia, europe
music and books.
and the americas, fantasia’s offerings range from unique and powerful personal
visions to international commercial crowd-pleasers rarely seen in north america.

GOLDEN NETWORK ASIA LTD (Hong Kong SAR China)

fil rouge meDia
(italy)
Clarence Tang
/ Head of Sales and Acquisitions / clarence@goldnetasia.com
The Hong Kong based Sales Company is engaged in sales and distribution
Andrea
manager Our
/ andreacirla@hotmail.com
of AsianCirla
films/ general
and animations.
2017-18 line-up includes Jackie Chan’s
fil
rouge Tigers”,
media started
its Yoga”
activities
in 2014 asrights
an independent
player in
“Railroad
“Kung Fu
for worldwide
and “The Foreigner”
publishing
and
in
theatrical
distribution,
in
italy
and
italian
speaking
switzerfor Asia rights; “Reset”, produced by Jackie Chan; “Shed Skin Papa” from
Roy
land, with
special
focus
on international
arthouse
films,
documentaries,
muSzeto;
“The
Dude’s
Manual”
from Kevin Ko;
“Golden
Job”
from Chin Ka-lok;
sic and
books. “The Ladybug”, “Yugo & Lala 3” and “Frog Kingdom: Sub-Zero
and
animations
Mission”.

fox neTWorKs group (Hong Kong)
HANMAC CULTURE GROUP (South Korea)

Lammy Li / acquisition manager / lammy.li@fox.com
fox networks
(fng)/ is
21st century fox’s international multi-media
Wonsun
Shin / group
Consultant
wonsun.shin19@gmail.com
business.
We
develop,
produce
and distribute
whollyand majorityHanmac Culture Group was established
by a300+
veteran
producer
and a former
owned entertainment,
sports, factual
and movie
channels
45 languages
executive
from CJ Entertainment,
Jonathan
Kim
in Junein2013
whose expeacross spans
latin america,
europe,
asia
africa.
fng’s
movieto
channels
include
rience
over 25 years
with
theand
goal
for new
direction
the Internationfox
movies, fox movies
premium
and scm (formerly
star chinese
movies).
al
Co-productions.
Not only
the development
and production
of local
Korean
Film projects, but also, Hanmac focuses on International co-production projects utilizing the company’s experience, worldwide network and its innovative
financing model.

go global (china)

Clément Magar / general manager / clement_magar@goglobalfilm.com
go global, the subsidiary of prolific international entertainment studio
im global, is devoted to maximizing exposure of chinese films and talents
worldwide through
strategy /and
booking, international publicity and
Tarofestival
Imai / Producer
taroimai79@gmail.com
event production.
go global’s
led by industry veteran clément magar
Akiyo
Fujimurateam
/ Director
is based in beijing
and benefits
from theby
extensive
international
globalto
film
Harakiri
Films, founded
Taro Imai
in 2014 in order
reindistribution experience
andart-house
network ofindependent
los angeles-based
im global.
carnate the
filmmaking
scene in Osaka,

HARAKIRI FILMS (Japan)

is a group of young filmmakers. Development of unique stories
(entrance) and online distribution (exit) are 2 important keys
for us as we are storytellers to deliver attractive stories to the
audience. As the name of Harakiri Films resembles, we are committed filmmakers.
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JINGA FILMS
golDen
neTWorK
(UK) asia lTD (Hong Kong)
Julian Richards
/ Sales
jr@jingafilms.com
Clarence
Tang / Head
ofAgent
sales /and
acquisitions / clarence@goldnetasia.com
Jinga
is a leading
worldwide
agencyisspecializing
in sales
genre and
cinema.
EstabliThe Hong
Kong based
salessales
company
engaged in
distribution
shed
in 2006,
Jinga
distributed
over
80 feature
filmsincludes
includingJackie
Sundance
and
of asian
films
and has
animations.
our
2017-18
line-up
chan’s
Toronto
Tribeca
THE
CANAL
THE
HOUSE for
AT
“railroadselected
Tigers”,HELLIONS,
“Kung fu yoga”
forselected
worldwide
rights
andand
“The
foreigner”
THE END
OF“reset”,
TIME which
recently
sold to chan;
New Line
Cinema
for English
language
asia
rights;
produced
by Jackie
“shed
skin papa”
from roy
szere-make.
to;
“The Dude’s manual” from Kevin Ko; “golden Job” from chin Ka-lok; and animations “The ladybug”, “yugo & lala 3” and “frog Kingdom: sub-zero mission”.

LA FABBRICA DELLA REALTÀ (Germany)
Hanmac culTure group (south Korea)
Matteo Cassese / Owner / matteoc@fabbrica.la
wonsun
shindella
/ consultant
wonsun.shin19@gmail.com
La Fabbrica
Realtà is/ an
innovation laboratory with a strong focus on
Hanmac
culture group
was established
by a veteran
producer
and abyformer
digital
marketing
of cultural
and entertainment
products,
founded
Matexecutive
from
cJ entertainment,
Jonathanphilosophy
Kim in June
2013
whose experiteo
Cassese
in 2011.
We enjoy storytelling,
and
conscientious
life
ence spans
overas
25the
years
withtechnological
the goal for new
direction
to thetointernational
hacks
as much
latest
gadget.
We strive
deliver emco-productions.
not
only living
the development
and production of local Korean
pathic
solutions to
people
in the real world.
film projects, but also, Hanmac focuses on international co-production projects utilizing the company’s experience, worldwide network and its innovative
financing model.

LIGHTHOUSE PICTURES (Singapore)

Thomas Chia / Company Director / thomas@lhp.com.sg

HaraKiri films
(Japan)
Lighthouse
Pictures was established in March of 2002. Our main aim is to bring
quality foreign language films that have commercial potential to Singapore for
Taro
imai
/ producer
/ taroimai79@gmail.com
theatrical release.
From
November
2016,
Lighthouse Film Distribution (Company),
Fujimura
Director
and Lighthouse Akiyo
Pictures
(Brand /name).
Genres: Feature Narrative Drama, ComHarakiri
films,
founded
by Taro
imaiand
in 2014
in orderhorror.
to reining-of-age, Culinary
theme
features,
LGBTQ
features
Supernatural
carnate the art-house independent filmmaking scene in osaka,
is a group of young filmmakers. Development of unique stories
(entrance) and online distribution (exit) are 2 important keys for
us as we are storytellers to deliver attractive stories to the auPaipan Chanpech
/ International
Executive
/ paipanc@mpictures.co.th
dience.
as the name
of Harakiri
films resembles, we are comM Pictures Co., Ltd.
is the
distribution arm of Major Cineplex, Thailand’s largest cimitted
filmmakers.
nema chain, with 80% share of the Thai Cinema Market. Our company has over 25
years experience in film distribution and marketing, acquiring all rights for Thailand. Recent acquisitions include “Fury”, “The Expendables 3”, “Skiptrace” and etc.

M PICTURES CO.,LTD (Thailand)

Hong Kong inTernaTional film fesTiVal socieTy (HKiffs)

Roger Garcia / executive Director / roger_garcia@hkiff.org.hk
HKiffs is a non-profit organization which organizes the film festival (HKiff),
and the Hong Kong-asia film financing forum (Haf) co-production market
in march and april every year. founded in 1976, HKiff is one of asia’s oldest
international film festivals and a pioneer in bringing asian and chinese films
and filmmakers to the world.
FOCUS ASIA / FEFF INDUSTRY
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MANDARIN
inTernaTional
VISION
film
(Taiwan)
fesTiVal & aWarDs macao (macao)
Desmond
/ Director
of International
and Distribution / desmond@
Lorna
Tee Yang
/ Head
of festival
management Sales
/ lorna@iffamacao.com
mandarinvision.com
With
a tradition of over 400 years of cultural and commercial ties with the
Founded
2012,
MandarinVision
been actively
involved
film developWest
andin
also
with
all other major has
territories
in the east
asian in
region,
macau
ment
and production,
distribution,
international
sales,
talent
is
the ideal
platform forfilm
exchanges
with greater
china and
east
asia,managethe
ment andand
new
media operation.
May
2015,
veteran
producer
YEH Jufeng
festival
industry
office areInthe
ideal
gateway
tofilm
all those
markets.
brought her 20-year experience and knowledge to MandarinVision and officially launched its production department. In March 2016, entertainment veteran Jessie HO was inducted as President of MandarinVision.

Jinga films (uK)

Julian Richards / sales agent / jr@jingafilms.com

M-APPEAL WORLD
SALES
UGsales
(Germany)
Jinga is a leading
worldwide
agency specializing in genre cinema. established in 2006, Jinga has distributed over 80 feature films including sundance and
Martinaselected
Besier / Finance
& Legal,
Acquisitions
/ berlinoffice@m-appeal.com
Toronto
Hellions,
Tribeca
selected THe
canal and THe House aT
Berlin-based
m-appeal
a world
sales
company
dedicated
to bringing
the
THe
enD of Time
which is
recently
sold
to new
line cinema
for english
language
gems of fresh, high quality and groundbreaking cinema to the international
re-make.
community. We specialize in films of various origins, including Eastern and
Southern Europe, Germany, Asia and Latin America, which have the potential
for theatrical distribution. We also take particular interest in queer cinema.

la fabbrica Della realTà (germany)

Matteo Cassese / owner / matteoc@fabbrica.la

MEDIA ASIAlaDISTRIBUTION
LTD.
(Hong laboratory
Kong SAR
fabbrica della realtà is
an innovation
with aChina)
strong focus on
digital marketing of cultural and entertainment products, founded by matFredcassese
Tsui / General
Manager
- Head
of Sales &philosophy
Int’l Co-Prod
/ frederick_tsui@
teo
in 2011.
We enjoy
storytelling,
and
conscientious life
mediaasia.com
hacks
as much as the latest technological gadget. We strive to deliver emMedia Asia
is onetoofpeople
Asia’s living
largest
studios,
it has produced or co-financed
pathic
solutions
in film
the real
world.
almost 100 Chinese language. In addition to its movie production arm, the
Group also controls a huge library of Chinese language films that it distributes
to all major international territories. The principal business of Media Asia Film is
the production and distribution of feature films locally and globally.
Thomas Chia / company Director / thomas@lhp.com.sg
lighthouse pictures was established in march of 2002. our main aim is to bring
quality foreign language films that have commercial potential to singapore for
theatrical release. from november 2016, lighthouse film Distribution (company),
Katherine
Lee / pictures
Producer(brand
& Consultant
/ ahkatlee@gmail.com
and lighthouse
name). genres:
feature narrative Drama, comA
seasonal culinary
film executive
in Asia, Katherine
Lee has
20 years horror.
industry
ing-of-age,
theme features,
lgbTQ features
andover
supernatural
experience. She started her career in production in 1992, subsequently building
her international experience by joining Fortissimo Film Sales and later We Distribution Limited. From 2002-2014, she has been instrumental in the co-production, distribution and sales of films. Head Ivanhoe Pictures’ Asia Production
since 2014 and now a consultant for both Ivanhoe & Sparkleroll Media.

ligHTHouse picTures (singapore)
MY FAVORITE FILMS (Hong Kong)
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m
picTures
co.,lTD (Thailand)
M-LINE
DISTRIBUTION
(South Korea)
Paipan
/ international
/ paipanc@mpictures.co.th
MichelleChanpech
Son / Managing
director executive
/ michelle@mline-distribution.com
m pictures in
co.,
ltd. is
arm
of major
cineplex,
Thailand’s
largest
ciLaunched
2008
asthe
andistribution
international
sales
company
in Korea,
M-Line
distrinema chain,
80%latest
sharetitles
of theto
Thai
cinema
market.
our company
has over
25
bution
aims with
to bring
each
new major
market
and introduce
fine
years experience
in filmaudience.
distribution
and marketing,
acquiring
all rights
forDistriThaiproducts
to worldwide
Keeping
the mainstream
mind,
M-Line
land. recent
acquisitions
include “fury”,
“TheItexpendables
3”, “skiptrace”
etc.
bution
also values
the independent
spirit.
represents more
than 250and
fiction
and documentary features of wide range from strong box-office hits to auteur-titles selected in numerous film festivals.

manDarin Vision (Taiwan)

Desmond
Yang / Director
of international sales and Distribution /
MOVIEBRATS
PICTURES
(Germany)
desmond@mandarinvision.com
founded
in 2012,/ mandarinVision
has been
actively
involved in film developEsther Friedrich
Producer - Managing
Director
/
ment
and production, film distribution, international sales, talent manageesther@moviebratspictures.com
ment
and new
media operation.
in may 2015,
film house
producer
yeH
Jufeng
MovieBrats
Pictures
is an independent
film veteran
production
with
offices
in
brought
herLos
20-year
experience
and producing
knowledgeortoco-producing
mandarinVision
and offiBerlin
and
Angeles,
developing,
commercial,
cially launched
its production
in march
2016,
entertainment
high-quality
theatrical
featuredepartment.
and animated
films. The
company’s
focusvetlies
eranEnglish-language,
Jessie Ho was inducted
as president
of mandarinVision.
on
genre-driven
entertainment
and high concept family
films for global audiences.

m-appeal WorlD sales ug (germany)
MOWE (Italy)
Martina Besier / finance & legal, acquisitions / berlinoffice@m-appeal.com
berlin-based
m-appeal
world salesand
company
dedicated
to bringing
the
Massimo Brioschi
/ HeadisofaAcquisitions
International
Production
/
gems
of fresh, high quality and groundbreaking cinema to the international
massimo.brioschi@mowefilm.com
community.
We specialize
in filmsand
of various
origins,
including
eastern
and
MoWe is a brand
new distribution
production
company,
currently
develsouthern
europe, germany,
and latin
america,
which
have the
potential
oping an innovative
Cinemaasia
on Demand
platform
and
a complete
production
for
theatrical
distribution.
also take particular
in queer
cinema. for
slate,
with both
fiction andWe
documentary
projects.interest
The mission
is scouting
and bringing out those filmmakers who can tell stories, with an unconventional
narrative style.

meDia asia DisTribuTion lTD. (Hong Kong sar china)

FredFILM
Tsui / general
manager
- Head of sales & int’l co-prod / frederick_tsui@
NEW EUROPE
SALES
(Poland)
mediaasia.com
media
asia is
one of asia’s
largest
film studios,
it has produced or co-financed
Katarzyna
Siniarska
/ Sales
Executive
/ kat@neweuropefilmsales.com
almost
100
chinese
language.
in addition
its movie
arm,feathe
Boutique
world
sales agency
based
in Polandto
working
withproduction
award-winning
group
alsoshorts
controls
a huge
library
chineseCompany’s
language films
thatcatalogue
it distributes
tures and
from
Europe
andofbeyond.
feature
into
all major
international
territories.
The principal
business
media66.
asia
film is
cludes
best-selling
Cannes
Prix Un Certain
Regard
winner of
RAMS,
Berlinale
the
production
and distribution
of feature
filmsand
locally
and
globally.Generation
Silver
Bear winning
UNITED STATES
OF LOVE
three
Berlinale
winners. Our slate also includes Oscar® 2017 winning short film SING by Kristof
Deak and 6 Oscar® shortlisters.
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NHK
mia marKeT
(JAPAN BROADCASTING
(italy)
CORPORATION) (Japan)
Yoichiro
Takahashi
/ Producer
/ takahashi.y-gy@nhk.or.jp
Lucia Milazzoto
/ Director
/ l.milazzotto@miamarket.it
NHK
(Japan
Broadcasting
Corporation),
is all
Japan’s
only public
As
mia is
the first
italian market
converging
the segments
of broadcaster.
the audiovisual
a
public broadcaster
funded by
fees received
froman
TV
viewers,
NHK delivers
a
industry.
mia is an effective
mediator
to develop
active
network
of activiwide
range of impartial,
high-quality
programs, bothand
at home
and
abroad.
ties dedicated
to co-production,
co-development
export.
it’s
an opportunity to strengthen relationships worldwide, especially with europe and italy.

NONSTOP ENTERTAINMENT AB (Sweden)
milano film neTWorK (italy)
Jakob Abrahamsson / CEO / jakob.abrahamsson@nonstopentertainment.com
Alice
Arecco
/ coordinator
coordinamento@milanofilmnetwork.it
NonStop
Entertainment
is a /leading
distributor of upmarket cinema in Northern
milano film
network
(mfn) unites
the experience
of milan’s
Europe.
Lately
the company
has distributed
titles and
suchresources
as Love and
Friendship,
seven
festivals
a series ofand
services
among Dox
them,
the like
Thingsfilm
to Come
and for
Handmaiden
underand
the activities:
banners NonStop
titles
distribution
of the films
andNot
theYour
organization
of workshops
training
Wiener, Life Animated,
I Am
Negro, Risk,
Dina, City ofand
Ghosts,
andpaths,
under
starting
initiatives
production
development
of italian
new
independent
NonStop up
Darkness:
Theof
Girl
With All The
Gifts, Greasy
Strangler
and
finally under
cinema
progress,
milano
industry
Days).
NonStop(in
Timeless:
Laatelier,
Dolce Vita,
Suspiria,
Tokyo
Story and Night Porter. We have
our own in-house theatrical distribution in Sweden and work with local partners in
the rest of the Nordic countries, the Baltics and Benelux.

my faVoriTe films (Hong Kong)

NORDIC FACTORY
COPENHAGEN
(Denmark)
Katherine Lee
/ producer & consultant
/ ahkatlee@gmail.com
a seasonal film executive in asia, Katherine lee has over 20 years industry
Valeria
Richter
valeria@pebble.dk
script
consultant
& producer
experience.
she/ started
her career/in
production
in 1992,
subsequently buildNordic
Copenhagen
is focused
on developing
TV and
projects
ing her Factory
international
experience
by joining
fortissimofilm
filmand
sales
later and
We
create
close collaborations
local andshe
international
The company
is
Distribution
limited. from with
2002-2014,
has been partners.
instrumental
in the cocurrently
producing
a Nordic
drama
Next pictures’
of Kin, in collaboraproduction,
distribution
andTV-series
sales of (mystery
films. Head
ivanhoe
asia protion
withsince
Bufo,2014
Finland)
adult action
adventure
(Wave media.
Rider).
duction
andand
nowa ayoung
consultant
for both
ivanhoefeature
& sparkleroll
Valeria Richter additionally works as an independent script consultant and as project manager for the Nordic Genre Boost programme (2015 - 2017).

m-line DisTribuTion (south Korea)

NORDISK FILM
& TV
Michelle
son / FOND
managing (Norway)
director / michelle@mline-distribution.com
launched in 2008 as an international sales company in Korea, m-line distriPetri Kemppinen
/ CEO
/ petri@nordiskfilmogtvfond.com
bution
aims to bring
latest
titles to each new major market and introduce fine
Established
1990, and audience.
based in Oslo,
Nordisk
& TV Fond’s
primary
purpose
products
toinworldwide
Keeping
theFilm
mainstream
mind,
m-line
Disis to promote
and the
TV productions
high quality
in the five
Nordic
tribution
alsofilm
values
independentofspirit.
it represents
more
thancountries,
250 ficby providing
top-up financing
for feature
cretion
and documentary
features
of widefilms,
rangeTV-fiction/drama-series
from strong box-officeand
hits
to
ative documentaries.
Nordisk
Film & TV
is also secretariat to the prestigious
auteur-titles
selected
in numerous
filmFond
festivals.
Nordic Council Film Prize and arranges and hosts the annual event Nordic Talents
held in Copenhagen each autumn. We also have a range of other initiatives.
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moViebraTs
(germany)
NORDISK FILMpicTures
SHORTCUT
(Denmark)
Esther Friedrich
/ producer
- managing
/ of Production /
Maja
Dyekjaer
/ ProducerDirector
and Head
esther@moviebratspictures.com
maja.dyekjaer@nordiskfilm.com
moviebrats pictures
is anStenberg
independent
film
Mia Bang
/ Head
of production
Production /house with offices in
berlin and los mia.stenberg@nordiskfilm.com
angeles, developing, producing or co-producing commercial,
high-quality theatrical
feature
and animated
films.inThe
company’s
focus
Nordisk Film
ShortCut
was founded
1991
and is today
onelies
of
on english-language,
genre-driven
entertainment
and
high concept
family
the leading
post production
facilities in
Scandinavia.
ShortCut
is
films for global aaudiences.
one stop post production company that has all the technology

moWe (italy)

and know-how to bring your footage to the cinema or TV station.
At ShortCut we have done the VFX and post production on such
titles as Only God Forgives, The Outsider and The Party.

Massimo Brioschi / Head of acquisitions and international production /

NOTORIOUSmassimo.brioschi@mowefilm.com
PICTURES (Italy)

moWe is a brand new distribution and production company, currently developing an Sperindei
innovative/ cinema
on Demand
platform
and a complete
production
Federico
Production
Development
Consultant
/ f.sperindei@
slate, with both fiction and documentary projects. The mission is scouting for
notoriouspictures.it
and bringing
out those
stories, Marchetti
with an unconventional
Notorious
Pictures
wasfilmmakers
founded inwho
2012can
by tell
Guglielmo
as a film disnarrative company
style.
tribution
and quickly became one of the leader Italian independent distributors, releasing masterpieces and box office hits such as Olympus
Has Fallen, Belle & Sebastien, Selma, Wolf Totem and Land of Mine. In 2015
Notorious extended its activities to production and the first movie entirely
produced by Notorious, La verità, vi spiego, sull’amore, has been released in
Katarzyna
March 2017.siniarska / sales executive / kat@neweuropefilmsales.com
boutique world sales agency based in poland working with award-winning features and shorts from europe and beyond. company’s feature catalogue includes best-selling cannes prix un certain regard winner rams, 66. berlinale
silver bear winning uniTeD sTaTes of loVe and three berlinale generation
winners.
our slate/ Program
also includes
oscar®
2017 winning short film sing by Kristof
Shozo Ichiyama
Director
/ ichiyama@office-kitano.co.jp
Deak
6 oscar®
Tokyoand
Filmex
is theshortlisters.
international film festival which was founded in 2000.

neW europe film sales (poland)

OFFICE KITANO / TOKYO FILMEX (Japan)

It has Competition section for emerging Asian filmmakers and non-competitive Special Screenings section which opens to all over the world.
Founded in 1988, Office Kitano has been producing two or three feature films
in every year. It produced most of Takeshi Kitano’s films such as Hana-bi, ZaYoichiro
Takahashi
producer
/ takahashi.y-gy@nhk.or.jp
toichi and
Outrage, /as
well as international
co-production films including Jia
nHK
(Japan
broadcasting
corporation),
Japan’s
only public broadcaster. as
Zhang-ke’s A Touch of Sin and MountainsisMay
Depart.
a public broadcaster funded by fees received from TV viewers, nHK delivers a
wide range of impartial, high-quality programs, both at home and abroad.

nHK (Japan broaDcasTing corporaTion) (Japan)
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nonsTop enTerTainmenT
PEACEFULFISH
(Germany) ab (sweden)
Jakob
Abrahamsson
/ ceo
/ jakob.abrahamsson@nonstopentertainment.com
Juliane
Schulze / Senior
Partner
/ juliane@peacefulfish.com
nonstop entertainment
is a leading
distributor
of upmarket
cinemaindustries
in northern
Peacefulfish
is a media consulting
company,
supporting
the creative
by
europe. lately
the company
has
distributedand
titles
such astolove
and
developing
innovative
financial
instruments
strategies
foster
thefriendship,
growth of
Things tobusinesses
come and and
Handmaiden
and under
the banners
nonstop
Dox expertise
titles like
creative
regions. Created
in 2000,
peacefulfish
offers
Wiener,
life animated,
i am notinyour
negro,
Dina,
city
of ghosts,
and under
for the global
content industry,
areas
suchrisk,
as the
film,
television,
gameing
and
nonstop
Darkness:
Theand
girldigital
With all
The gifts,
mobile, ICT,
innovation
media
sector.greasy strangler and finally under
nonstop Timeless: la Dolce Vita, suspiria, Tokyo story and night porter. We have
our own in-house theatrical distribution in sweden and work with local partners in
the rest of the nordic countries, the baltics and benelux.

PICTURE TREE (Germany)

Rickard Olsson / Acquisitions Consultant /

norDic facTory
copenHagen (Denmark)
rickard@picturetree-international.com
Picture Tree International GmbH is a worldsales & production company with headValeria
/ valeria@pebble.dk
/ script
consultant
& producerlicensing of film
quartersRichter
in Berlin.
The core business of
the company
is worldwide
nordic
factory
copenhagen of
is focused
on developing
filminand
projectsbusiand
rights and
the coproduction
international
feature films
an TV
integrated
create
closePicture
collaborations
with local and
international
partners.
The company
is
ness
model.
Tree International
GmbH
was founded
in December
2012 and
producing aupnordic
TV-series feature
(mystery
drama
Kin, infrom
collaboracurrently represents
to 12 theatrical
films
per next
year, of
ranging
maintion with
finland)
and a productions.
young adult action adventure feature (Wave rider).
stream
tobufo,
arthouse
crossover
Valeria richter additionally works as an independent script consultant and as project manager for the nordic genre boost programme (2015 - 2017).

PONY CANYON INC. (Japan)

norDisK film
TV fonD
(norway)
Shinji&
Sakoda
/ General Manager
Licensing & Int’l Business Affairs /

RAI 4 (Italy)

sakoda@ponycanyon.co.jp
Petri
ceo /atpetri@nordiskfilmogtvfond.com
Pony Kemppinen
Canyon has/ been
the forefront of Japan’s music and video entertainestablished
in 1990,
basedalso
in oslo,
nordisk
film &
TV fond’sand
primary
purpose
ment industry.
Ponyand
Canyon
develops
movie,
animation
digital
softis
to promote
TV productions
high
quality in the
five
nordic countries,
ware,
utilizingfilm
theand
latest
interactive of
and
multimedia
post
production
studio.
by
providing
top-up
financing
TV-fiction/drama-series
crePony
Canyon
is a part
of the for
Fujifeature
Media films,
Holdings
Inc. which is Japan’sand
largest
ative
documentaries.
film & TV fond is also secretariat to the prestigious
and influential
medianordisk
conglomerate.
nordic council film prize and arranges and hosts the annual event nordic Talents
held in copenhagen each autumn. We also have a range of other initiatives.

Leopoldo Santovincenzo / Film Programmer / leopoldo.santovincenzo@rai.it
Rai 4 is a free, semi-mainstream TV channel broadcast by Rai, the Italian national television, and launched in 2008 on digital terrestrial TV and on digital
satellite television through Tivùsat and Sky. It is aimed at a young audience
and its programming includes films, Tv series, anime and other productions.
The main genres are fantasy, thriller, epic, horror, SF, action, comedy, romance.
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norDisK
film
sHorTcuT (Denmark)
RAI CINEMA
(Italy)
Dyekjaer
/ producer and Head of production
Isotta Mac CallMaja
/ Buyer
/ iseult.maccall@raicinema.it
maja.dyekjaer@nordiskfilm.com
Rai Cinema is the
film and documentary production and distribution company
Mia Bang
stenberg
/ Head
production
of Rai, Italian public
television.
We are
alsoofthe
acquisition branch for feature
films, tv series, mia.stenberg@nordiskfilm.com
tv movies, animation for free tv rights for our 12 channels plus
film
was
founded
in 1991
and
is today one of
we also acquirenordisk
full rights
forshortcut
theatrical
release
in the
Italian
territory.
the leading post production facilities in scandinavia. shortcut is
a one stop post production company that has all the technology
and know-how to bring your footage to the cinema or TV station.
at shortcut we have done the Vfx and post production on such
Stephan Holl / titles
Managing
Director
/ stephan@rapideyemovies.de
as only
god forgives,
The outsider and The party.
Rapid Eye Movies is a film label dealing in film distribution, production, music,
promotion and publishing in Germany and increasingly international territories.
Subject matter of our work is the Asian including the Indian cinema, and rarely
outstanding projects from around the world. Throughout the years Rapid Eye
Federico
sperindei
/ production
Development
consultant
/ f.sperindei@
Movies has
made a step
from classical
theatrical
film and video
distribution to
notoriouspictures.it
establishing
a label for highly esthetical films.
notorious pictures was founded in 2012 by guglielmo marchetti as a film distribution company and quickly became one of the leader italian independent distributors, releasing masterpieces and box office hits such as olympus
Has fallen, belle & sebastien, selma, Wolf Totem and land of mine. in 2015
Leslie
Semichon
/ Int’l
Manager
/ s@reelsuspects.com
notorious
extended
itsSales
activities
to production
and the first movie entirely
REEL
SUSPECTS
is a multi-faceted
rights”
distribution
specialproduced
by notorious,
la verità, vi“all
spiego,
sull’amore,
hascompany,
been released
in
ized in 2017.
art house fare, ranging from genre and niche films (such as Cults and
march
Video Arts, Thrillers, LGBT, Erotic), with an eye on emerging filmmakers. Our
editorial line is based on a real passion for photography and eye-catching cinematography.

RAPID EYE MOVIES GMBH (Germany)

noTorious picTures (italy)

REEL SUSPECTS (France)

ocTober picTures limiTeD (Hong Kong)
Daniel Yu / ceo / daniel.yu@mac.com

SAHAMONGKOLFILM
INTERNATIONAL
CO.
LTD.
october pictures
limited is a visionary force
in film
and(Thailand)
video production.
founded by award-winning filmmakers with extensive experience in internaGilbertand
Limregional
/ Executive
/ gilbert@sahamongkolfilm.com
tional
filmVice
andPresident
video production,
october pictures creates and
Founded inhigh
1970,
Sahamongkolfilm
International
Co.,
is considered
the leading
produces
quality
projects across
a variety
ofLtd
filmed
media formats.
film distribution and production company in Thailand. With 8-10 movies produced
yearly, we are the largest Thai Production studio. The renown titles under Sahamongkolfilm’s label include Tony Jaa’s movies Ong Bak 1-3, Tom Yum Goong and Tom
Yum Goong 2. In terms of acquisitions, Sahamongkolfilm acquires various kind of
international “blockbusters” movies and also Art house.
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SCHORTCUT
office KiTano
FILMS
/ ToKyo
(Lebanon)
filmex (Japan)
Myriamichiyama
Sassine // COO
/ myriam@schortcut.com
shozo
program
Director / ichiyama@office-kitano.co.jp
Schortcut
Films is dedicated
to financing
andfestival
coproducing
independent
features
Tokyo filmex
the international
film
which
was founded
in
for
the world
market. It section
aims at for
assisting
independent
filmmakers
to nonraise
2000.
it hasfilm
competition
emerging
asian filmmakers
and
funds
to produce
their screenings
movies, and advising
who share
passion
cincompetitive
special
section investors
which opens
to allaover
thefor
world.
ema.
Schortcut
supports
quality
films; two
stories
that transcend
the
founded
in 1988,
office ambitious
Kitano hashigh
been
producing
or three
feature films
boundaries
and it
cultures
and attract
a global
audience
interested
in anas
alternative,
in
every year.
produced
most of
Takeshi
Kitano’s
films such
Hana-bi,
engaging and
and stimulating
zatoichi
outrage, ascinema.
well as international co-production films including
Jia zhang-ke’s a Touch of sin and mountains may Depart.

SHOWBOX (South Korea)
peacefulfisH (germany)
Judy Ahn / Head of International Business / judy@showbox.co.kr
Juliane
senior
partner
Showboxschulze
Corp., a/part
of the
Orion/ juliane@peacefulfish.com
Group, is a leading financing and distribution
peacefulfish
is aKorean
berlin based
consulting
company
offering business
services
company in the
film industry
known
for its outstanding
performance
in
to
film
media
in the
year
2000 and marketplace
focused on
thethe
local
Boxand
Office
and industry.
its active founded
participation
in the
international
strategic
of the european
audiovisual
sector,
peacefulfish
advises
along withfinancing
global partnerships.
Established
in 2002,
Showbox
has built itself
to
film
production
companies,
digital
distribution
platforms,
andproviding
games
encompass
the entire
production,
financing
and distribution
sectors,
studios
as well aas
policy
makers,ground
financial
institutions
and banks
in creating
the filmmakers
solid
production
to create
entertaining
contents
for the
internationally
competitive financial instruments.
audience.

SILVER
MEDIA
(Singapore)
picTure
Tree GROUP
(germany)
Gin Kai Chan
/ Executive
Producer
/ ginkai@silvermediagroup.com
Rickard
olsson
/ acquisitions
consultant
/
Silver
Media Group was founded in 2010 to explore new frontiers in media conrickard@picturetree-international.com
tent
creation.
From TV to gmbH
the silver
live action
to animation,
thewith
company
picture
Tree international
is ascreen,
worldsales
& production
company
focuses
on strong
intellectual
properties
transcend
and media
platheadquarters
in berlin.
The core
business that
of the
companyborders
is worldwide
licensing
forms.
provides
a diversified
rangeofofinternational
services across
the films
IP management
value
of film It
rights
and the
coproduction
feature
in an integrated
chain,
including
investment, gmbH
executive
distribution.
business
model. development,
picture Tree international
wasproducing,
founded inand
December
2012
and currently represents up to 12 theatrical feature films per year, ranging from
mainstream to arthouse crossover productions.

SITGES INT’L FILM FESTIVAL OF CATALONIA (Spain)

Mike Hostench / Deputy Director
mike.hostench@sitgesfilmfestival.com
pingyao inTernaTional
film/ fesTiVal
Sitges International Fantastic Film Festival of Catalonia is the oldest and largest
Marco
Muller
/ artistic
Director
genre film
festival
in the
world, screening horror, science fiction, fantasy, action
“He
beenFounded
the director
of “ombre
elettriche”
festival
in Turin,Sitges
pesaro,Festival
rotterdam,
and has
thriller.
in 1968,
2017 marks
its 50th
annivesary.
is a
locarno,
Venice
andscreens
rome. marco
has films
produced
andseries,
co-produced
14 features
that
11 days show
that
near 400
and TV
has 200.000
visitors,
8
include oscar/cannes/Venice/berlin
movies.
screening
venues, and a staff of 300award-winning
people during the
daysafter
of thehead-programFestival.
ming beijing iff and fuzhou silk road iff he has initiated and directed the 1st macau international film festival and awards. He is now the artistic Director of the
pingyao crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon international film festival - the new china
platform for auteur and genre films.”
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pony
inc. (Japan)
SOLID canyon
ENTERTAINMENT
AB (Sweden)
shinji
sakoda
/ general
manager
licensing & int’l business affairs /
Magnus
Paulsson
/ Producer
/ magnus@solidentertainment.se
sakoda@ponycanyon.co.jp
Solid Entertainment is a production company founded in 1996 in Malmo, Sweden.
pony
canyoneverything
has been at
themusic
forefront
of Japan’s
music andto
video
entertainWe produce
from
promos
and commercials
documentaries
ment
industry.
canyon Through
also develops
movie,
animation
digital
and features
forpony
all platforms.
Solid Cine
Rental
we alsoand
have
a vastsoftcolware, utilizing
the lenses,
latest interactive
andequipment.
multimedia post production studio.
lection
of cameras,
grip- and lights
pony canyon is a part of the fuji media Holdings inc. which is Japan’s largest
and influential media conglomerate.

SOUND AND FURY (Spain)

rai 4 (italy) Adrià Monés / CEO / adriamones@gmail.com
Álvaro Brechner (Montevideo) and Adrià Monés (Barcelona) launched Sound and
Leopoldo
santovincenzo
film and
programmer
leopoldo.santovincenzo@rai.it
Fury to produce
High-end /Films
TV Series/ for
the international market. Álvaro
rai
4 is a free, semi-mainstream
TV channel
broadcast
by in
rai,
the italian
nais a writer-director
and producer which
latest films
have been
Cannes
(Semaine
tional
television,
and
launched
in
2008
on
digital
terrestrial
TV
and
on
digital
de la critique). Adrià has produced 8 films including the latests Jaume Balagueró
satellite
television
through
Tivùsat
it is starring
aimed at
a young
films (REC,
MUSE) and
the Spanish
hitand
1oo sky.
METROS,
Dani
Roviraaudience
and Karand
its programming
includes
films,
Tv series,
anime
and
other
productions.
ra Elejalde.
Coproducing
with talent
across
the world
is the
plan
for S&F.
The main genres are fantasy, thriller, epic, horror, sf, action, comedy, romance.

STRAY DOGS (France)
rai cinema (italy)
Nathan Fischer / Managing Director / nathan@stray-dogs.com
isotta
Mac
/ iseult.maccall@raicinema.it
Launched
inCall
2015,/ buyer
Stray Dogs
is dedicated to bringing edgy, international, director
rai
cinema
is
the
film
and
documentary
distribution
company
driven films with cult potential
to worldwideproduction
audiences.and
We aim
to provide
our disof
rai, italian
public television.
Wewith
are fresh,
also the
acquisition
branch
for feature
tributors
and programmers
friends
interesting,
special
content,
which
films,
tv series,
tv movies,
animation
for free
rights
for our 12 channels plus
will appeal
to younger
audiences
and gain
valuetvover
time.
we also acquire full rights for theatrical release in the italian territory.

TALLIN BLACK NIGHTS FILM FESTIVAL (Estonia)
reel suspecTs (france)
Sten-Kristian Saluveer / Programmer - Black Market Online Platform
Leslie
semichon
/ int’l sales manager / s@reelsuspects.com
Manager
/ sten.saluveer@poff.ee
reel
suspecTs
is a multi-faceted
rights”
distribution
The Tallinn Black Nights
Film Festival“all
has
a unique
umbrellacompany,
structure specialencomized
in art
house
fare, ranging
from genrefor
and
niche films
(such films,
as cults
and
passing
three
independent
sub-festivals
children
and youth
animaVideo
arts,
Thrillers,
erotic), industry
with an eye
on emerging
filmmakers.
our
tions and
shorts,
and lgbT,
a full-fledged
platform
Industry@Tallinn
& Baleditorial
is based on
a real
passion
photographymarket
and eye-catching
cintic Event,line
co-hosted
with
Baltic
Eventfor
co-production
with dedicated
ematography.
conference program, co-production market, market and works in progress
screenings, the European Genre Forum talent lab and a Storytek Creative Hub.
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saHamongKolfilm
inTernaTional
co. lTD. (Thailand)
THE
FESTIVAL AGENCY
(France)
Gilbert
Lim / executive
Vice president / gilbert@sahamongkolfilm.com
Elodie Dupont
/ VP / ed@thefestivalagency.com
founded
in 1970,
international
co., ltdand
is considered
the
leading
Since
2009,
TFAsahamongkolfilm
has been the reference
in festivals
alternative
distribufilm distribution
andconnect
production
company
in Thailand.
With
8-10
moviesofproduced
tion
worldwide. We
film
programmers
to the
best
diversity
cinema:
yearly, we are the
largest Thai production
studio.
The renown
underthe
sahamindependent,
award-winning
and prestigious
classics
films.titles
We build
right
ongkolfilm’s
label include
Tony
Jaa’s
movies
ong bak
1-3, Tom your
yum goong
Tom
festival
strategy,
maximize
your
film’s
exposure,
represent
film(s) and
in major
yum
2. inhandle
terms all
of logistics
acquisitions,
acquires various kind of
filmsgoong
markets,
fromsahamongkolfilm
submissions to shipping.
international “blockbusters” movies and also art house.

TRIESTE SCIENCE+FICTION FESTIVAL (Italy)
salT meDia & enTerTainmenT (singapore)
Massimiliano Maltoni / Festival Programmer
sherman Ng / executive
/ sherman@snglobal.asia
Samantaproducer
Telleri / Festival
Programmer
salt media & entertainment
produces and
finances
media content
Trieste Science+Fiction
Festival
was founded
in 2000for
byglobal
the Reconsumption. our
focus
is on
inspirational themes
as honour,
courage, It
search
and
Experimentation
Centre such
La Cappella
Underground.
hope, humanityisand
family. our ambition
exercise
these
sameofvalues
of
a multidisciplinary
event to
devoted
to the
realms
the “fantashonour and humanity
the way we languages
do business,
in new
the way
we operate
and
tic”, to in
experimental
and
technologies
in cinema,
relate with talents
(cast and
We endeavour
toprogram
walk therich
talk,inbecause
television
and crew).
the visual
arts. With a
screenings,
that is where it retrospectives,
all begins; otherwise
theconferences
content we and
produce
will ring
hollow.
tributes,
meetings
with
renown
international and national professionals, it aims to explore the
whole range of the science fiction world, from cinema to comics,
from literature to stage performances.

scHorTcuT films (lebanon)

Myriam sassine / coo / myriam@schortcut.com

schortcut
films is dedicated to financing and coproducing independent features
TRUE COLOURS
(Italy)
for the world film market. it aims at assisting independent filmmakers to raise
funds
to produce
movies,
and advising
investors who share a passion for cinFrancesca
Tiberitheir
/ Sales
Executive
/ francesca@truecolours.it
ema.
ambitious
high
qualityof
films;
stories
that
transcend esthe
True schortcut
Colours issupports
a new shade
in the
palette
World
Sales
companies,
boundaries
and
and attract
a global
audienceLucky
interested
an alternative,
tablished in
a cultures
partnership
by Italian
distributor
Red inand
producers
engaging
andtostimulating
Indigo Film
bring the cinema.
best of Italian and international arthouse cinema
worldwide.

sHoWbox (south Korea)
TRUSTNORDISK (Denmark)
Judy Ahn / Head of international business / judy@showbox.co.kr
Nicolai Korsgaard
/ Sales
Agent
nicolai@trustnordisk.com
showbox
corp., a part
of the
orion/ group,
is a leading financing and distribution
TrustNordisk
is one
of the
sales
agents
in Europe
and the
leading excompany
in the
Korean
filmlargest
industry
known
for its
outstanding
performance
in
pertlocal
when
it office
comesand
to Scandinavian
feature films
TV-seriesmarketplace
worldwide.
the
box
its active participation
in theand
international
We represent
onepartnerships.
of the most extensive
catalogues
in Europe,
with
films
from
along
with global
established
in 2002, showbox
has
built
itself
to
both upcoming
talentproduction,
and highly financing
acclaimedand
directors.
We collaborate
with both
encompass
the entire
distribution
sectors, providing
the
large production
well as
independent
producers
within
Eufilmmakers
a solidcompanies
production as
ground
to create
entertaining
contents
for all
theof
audirope, functioning not only as a sales agent, but also as co-producers, creative
ence.
partners and business consulters.
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silVer
meDia
group (singapore)
TV CO. SRL
(Italy)
Gin
Kai Chan
/ executive
producer
ginkai@silvermediagroup.com
Geremia
Biagiotti
/ Sales
Agent //geremia@tvco.eu
silver media
group was founded
in 2010
to explore
new frontiers
in media
TVCO
is an international
sales and
production
company.
With more
than con300
tent creation.
from TV to the silver
screen,
live action
to animation,
the company
library
and market-premiere
titles,
our growing
library
includes feature
films
focuses
on strong intellectual
transcend
borders and
and
documentaries,
as well asproperties
concerts,that
factual,
TV programs
and media
a wideplatcolforms.
provides
a diversified
range
of services
the in
ip distribution,
managementsales,
value
lectionitof
social and
faith-based
content.
We across
specialize
chain, including
development,
investment,
producing,
marketing,
acquisition
of rights.
We lookexecutive
at content
from alland
overdistribution.
the world.

silVer
films
(uK)
WANDAsalT
MEDIA
(China)
helen
Jones
/ co-founder
and
producer /Director
helen@silversaltfilms.co.uk
Annabelle
Hao
/ International
Distribution
/ shuanghao0605@gmail.com
silver
salt
films
a feature
film film
and production
television production
company,
creating
Wanda
Media
is is
a Beijing
based
company and
distributor,
unmeaningful,
commercial
content
for Holding
a global Co.
audience.
The company
der the umbrella
of Wanda
Cultural
The company
was theislargest
committed
to producing
stories from
alternative
perspectives,
a focus
Chinese private
film production
company
and largest
overallwith
Chinese
proon
female-driven
please
duction
companymaterial.
in China in
2015.visit http://silversaltfilms.co.uk/films/ to
view our current slate.

WILD BUNCH (France)
siTges inT’l film fesTiVal of caTalonia (spain)
Silvia Simonutti / International Sales / ssimonutti@wildbunch.eu
hostench
/ DeputyEuropean
Director /film distribution & production
Wild Bunch is aMike
leading
independent
mike.hostench@sitgesfilmfestival.com
services company
that manages a library of 1 800 titles. A major player in
Angelthe
sala
/ festival
/
international sales,
company
is director
developing
a pan-European distribution
network and isfestival@sitgesfilmfestival.com
active in France, Italy, Germany and Spain. Wild Bunch has
sitges
fantastic
film distribution
festival of via
catalonia
is
positioned itself
on theinternational
market of direct
electronic
its French
the oldest
and largest genre film festival in the world, screenVOD/SVOD platform
FilmoTV.
ing horror, science fiction, fantasy, action and thriller. founded
in 1968, 2017 marks its 50th annivesary. sitges festival is a
11 days show that screens near 400 films and TV series, has
200.000 visitors, 8 screening venues, and a staff of 300 people
Quentin Worthington
/ Sales
/ quentin@wtfilms.fr
during the
daysExecutive
of the festival.
Wtfilms is a sales, production and financing company with a strong focus on
genre, edgy independent movies and hip documentaries.

WTFILMS (France)

soliD enTerTainmenT ab (sweden)

Magnus Paulsson / producer / magnus@solidentertainment.se
solid entertainment is a production company founded in 1996 in malmo, sweden.
We produce everything from music promos and commercials to documentaries
and features for all platforms. Through solid cine rental we also have a vast collection of cameras, lenses, grip- and lights equipment.
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sounD
anD
fury (spain)
XYZ
FILMS
(Canada)
Adrià
Monés//Head
ceo of
/ adriamones@gmail.com
Todd Brown
International Acquisitions / todd@xyzfilms.com
Álvaro
brechner
and adriàcompany
monés (barcelona)
launched
sound
and
XYZ
Films
is an(montevideo)
integrated content
whose mission
is to
empowfury
to produce
High-end films
TVcorner
series of
forthe
the planet.
international
Álvaro
er
visionary
storytellers
from and
every
As anmarket.
independent
is a writer-director
and and
producer
which latest
havethe
been
in cannes
production
company
worldwide
sales films
agency,
company
is (semaine
uniquely
de la critique).
adrià
has produced
8 filmsand
including
the latests
suited
to identify
talented
filmmakers
bring their
storiesJaume
to life.balagueró
films (rec, muse) and the spanish hit 1oo meTros, starring Dani rovira and Karra elejalde. coproducing with talent across the world is the plan for s&f.

ZENO PICTURES (Belgium)

sTray Dogs
(france)
Thierry
Phlips / Buyer / thierrypbf@gmail.com
Zeno Pictures was founded in 2006. Since then, Zeno Pictures has not only
Nathan
Director
/ nathan@stray-dogs.com
bought, Fischer
released/ managing
and distributed
a lot
of (almost-) forgotten cult films, but
launched
2015, stray
Dogsand
is dedicated
to(cult)
bringing
edgy,
international,
director
also otherinunique
pictures
worldwide
hits.
Belgian
Grindhouse
Ladriven
films
withReel
cult potential
to Limited
worldwide
audiences.
We aim
to provide ourMiddisbel, The
Razor
Collection
Editions,
Buzerr
Entertainment,
tributors
and programmers
with fresh, interesting,
content, which
night Madness,
Shocking friends
Asia. Specialised
in Thrillers special
& Horrormovies,
but
will
to younger
audiences
and gain
value over time.
anyappeal
genre can
fit in the
Zeno Pictures
Distribution.
Our own filmfestival youtube VOD channel ‘FesTVT’. Zeno Pictures is a Benelux Distributor. Latest
acquisitions: Laundry Man (2016), I Am Here (2015)

Tallin blacK nigHTs film fesTiVal (estonia)

sten-Kristian saluveer / programmer - black market online platform
manager / sten.saluveer@poff.ee
The Tallinn black nights film festival has a unique umbrella structure encompassing three independent sub-festivals for children and youth films, animations and shorts, and a full-fledged industry platform industry@Tallinn & baltic event, co-hosted with baltic event co-production market with dedicated
conference program, co-production market, market and works in progress
screenings, the european genre forum talent lab and a storytek creative Hub.

THe fesTiVal agency (france)
Elodie Dupont / Vp / ed@thefestivalagency.com
since 2009, Tfa has been the reference in festivals and alternative distribution worldwide. We connect film programmers to the best diversity of cinema:
independent, award-winning and prestigious classics films. We build the right
festival strategy, maximize your film’s exposure, represent your film(s) in major
films markets, handle all logistics from submissions to shipping.
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THe film garage (italy)
Maddalena Longhi / project and partnership manager /
maddalena.longhi@gmail.com
The film garage is an international script lab created by scuola Holden and
focused on genre movies (thriller, horror, sci-fi, road movies). it is designed
for professional scriptwriters to solve underlying script problems, reinforce
their stories, enhance the ability to pitch and create stronger ties with the
european film industry.

ToronTo inTernaTional film fesTiVal
Giovanna Fulvi / programmer / gfulvi@tiff.net
Tiff is dedicated to presenting the best of international and canadian
cinema to film lovers. our vision is to lead the world in creative and cultural
discovery through the moving image. What began as a ten-day film festival
has grown to embrace programming 365 days a year. Tiff offers screenings,
lectures, discussions, festivals, workshops, industry support and the chance
to meet filmmakers from canada and around the world.

TriesTe science+ficTion fesTiVal (italy)
Lorenzo Bertuzzi / festival programmer /
lorenzo.bertuzzi@scienceplusfiction.org
Massimiliano Maltoni / festival programmer /
program@scienceplusfiction.org
samanta Telleri / festival programmer
Trieste science+fiction festival, the leading event in italy
for sci-fi and fantasy cinema, was founded in 2000. it is a
multidisciplinary event devoted to the realms of the fantastic,
the experimental languages and the new technologies in
cinema, television, video games, comics and visual arts.

True colours (italy)
Francesca Tiberi / sales executive / francesca@truecolours.it
True colours is a new shade in the palette of World sales companies, established in a partnership by italian distributor lucky red and producers
indigo film to bring the best of italian and international arthouse cinema
worldwide.
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TrusTnorDisK (Denmark)
Nicolai Korsgaard / sales agent / nicolai@trustnordisk.com
Trustnordisk is one of the largest sales agents in europe and the leading expert when it comes to scandinavian feature films and TV-series worldwide.
We represent one of the most extensive catalogues in europe, with films from
both upcoming talent and highly acclaimed directors. We collaborate with both
large production companies as well as independent producers within all of europe, functioning not only as a sales agent, but also as co-producers, creative
partners and business consulters.

TucKer film (italy)
samantha Faccio / general coordinator / samantha@tuckerfilm.com
Tucker film is an independent production and distribution company that
focuses on films from our region (friuli Venezia giulia) and the far east.
among the movies distributed are: Departures by Takita yojiro (oscar award
for best foreign movie), poetry by lee chang-dong, a simple life by ann Hui
and zoran by matteo oleotto. We are currently preparing the italian releases
of after the storm by Kore-eda Hirokazu and The net by Kim Ki-Duk.

TV co. srl (italy)
Geremia Biagiotti / sales agent / geremia@tvco.eu
TVco is an international sales and production company. With more than 300
library and market-premiere titles, our growing library includes feature films
and documentaries, as well as concerts, factual, TV programs and a wide collection of social and faith-based content. We specialize in distribution, sales,
marketing, acquisition of rights. We look at content from all over the world.

WanDa meDia (china)
Annabelle hao / international Distribution Director / shuanghao0605@gmail.com
Wanda media is a beijing based film production company and distributor, under the umbrella of Wanda cultural Holding co. The company was the largest
chinese private film production company and largest overall chinese production company in china in 2015.
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WilD buncH (france)
silvia simonutti / international sales / ssimonutti@wildbunch.eu
Wild bunch is a leading independent european film distribution & production
services company that manages a library of 1 800 titles. a major player in
international sales, the company is developing a pan-european distribution
network and is active in france, italy, germany and spain. Wild bunch has
positioned itself on the market of direct electronic distribution via its french
VoD/sVoD platform filmoTV.

WTfilms (france)
Quentin worthington / sales executive / quentin@wtfilms.fr
Wtfilms is a sales, production and financing company with a strong focus on
genre, edgy independent movies and hip documentaries.

xyz films (canada)
Todd Brown / Head of international acquisitions / todd@xyzfilms.com
xyz films is an integrated content company whose mission is to empower
visionary storytellers from every corner of the planet. as an independent
production company and worldwide sales agency, the company is uniquely
suited to identify talented filmmakers and bring their stories to life.

zeno picTures (belgium)
Thierry Phlips / buyer / thierrypbf@gmail.com
zeno pictures was founded in 2006. since then, zeno pictures has not only
bought, released and distributed a lot of (almost-) forgotten cult films, but
also other unique pictures and worldwide (cult) hits. belgian grindhouse label, The razor reel collection limited editions, buzerr entertainment, midnight madness, shocking asia. specialised in Thrillers & Horrormovies, but
any genre can fit in the zeno pictures Distribution. our own filmfestival youtube VoD channel ‘fesTVT’. zeno pictures is a benelux Distributor. latest
acquisitions: laundry man (2016), i am Here (2015)
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ACTIVITIES & MARKET SCREENINGS

TEATRO NUOVO
AREA PANELS (1st floor)
09.00

Registration

09.30

FOCUS ASIA GENRE PROJECT MARKET
Opening & Project Showcase

10.30

Coffee Break

11.00

FIXING A BROKEN MODEL:
GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION IN THE DIGITAL AGE
Todd Brown XYZ

FOCUS ASIA LOUNGE (4th floor)
12.30

DECISION MAKERS LOUNGE:
FOCUS ON FESTIVALS

14.30

DECISION MAKERS LOUNGE:
FOCUS ON SALES

15.30

FOCUS ASIA ONE-TO-ONE MEETINGS

26 / WEDNESDAY
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VISIONARIO
MINERVA
— 14.30

ASTRA
— 15.15

EDEN
— 16.00

MINERVA
— 16.45

POOLSIDEMAN / FOCUS ASIA badge Holders
WATANABE Hirobumi / Article Film / Social Issue, Drama / Japan / 117’ / 2016

SURVIVAL FAMILY / FOCUS ASIA and FEFF Accreditation holders
Shinobu YAGUCHI / Pony Canyon Inc. / Sci-Fi Suspense / Japan / 117’ / 2017

SPECIAL ENCOUNTERS / FOCUS ASIA and Media Badge Holders
Min HWANG / Wanda Media / Drama / China / 98’ / 2017

GOD OF WAR / FOCUS ASIA badge Holders
Gordon CHAN / Media Asia / Action, War - Anti-War / China - HK / 128’ / 2017
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ACTIVITIES & MARKET SCREENINGS

TEATRO NUOVO
AREA PANELS (1st floor)
09.30

BEING JOHN MALKOVICH
OR GETTING INTO THE MIND OF INVESTORS
Juliane Schulze PEACEFULFISH

10.30

Coffee Break

11.00

SPOTLIGHT: THE NORDIC GENRE SCENE
A look at Nordic genre films through the Nordic Genre Boost
programme and the recent success of “Lake Bodom”
Petri Kemppinen NORDISK FILM & TV FOND
Aleksi Hyvärinen DON FILMS
Valeria Richter NORDIC FACTORY COPENHAGEN

FOCUS ASIA LOUNGE (4th floor)
14.00

DECISION MAKERS LOUNGE:
FOCUS ON SALES

14.30

DECISION MAKERS LOUNGE:
FOCUS ON SALES

15.30

FOCUS ASIA ONE-TO-ONE MEETINGS

27 / THURSDAY
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VISIONARIO
LIBERAMI / FOCUS ASIA and Media Badge Holders

EDEN
— 09.30

Federica DI GIACOMO / True Colors / Documentary / Italy - France / 89’ / 2016

MINERVA
— 10.15

Fenar AHMAD / Trustnordisk / Action, Crime & Gangster / Denmark / 112’ / 2017

DARKLAND / FOCUS ASIA and Media Badge Holders

ALMOST DEAD / Focus Asia and Media Badge Holders

EDEN
— 11.45

Giorgio BRUNO / Phoenix Worldwide / Horror, Thriller / Italy / 85’ / 2015

MINERVA
— 12.30

Shaun Robert SMITH / Bird Box Entertainment / Horror, Drama, Thriller / UK / 97’ / 2015

ASTRA
— 13.45

BROKEN / FOCUS ASIA and Media Badge Holders

VANISHING TIME: A BOY WHO RETURNED
FOCUS ASIA and FEFF Accreditation holders
UM Tae-hwa / Showbox Corp. / Fantasy, Drama / South Korea / 129’ / 2016

KILLS ON WHEELS / FOCUS ASIA and Media Badge Holders

EDEN
— 14.30

Attila TILL / HNFF World Sales / Action, Comedy / Hungary / 105’ / 2016

MINERVA
— 15.15

Samuel GALLI / Jinga Films / Horror / Brazil / 92’ / 2017

ASTRA
— 16.00

SONG Haolin / iQIYI.com, Inc. / Drama / China / 90’ / 2017

EDEN
— 16.45

Ruggero DEODATO / TV Co. Srl / Thriller, Mystery / Italy / 95’ / 2016

OUR EVIL / FOCUS ASIA and Media Badge Holders

MR. ZHU’S SUMMER / FOCUS ASIA and FEFF Accreditation holders

BALLAD IN BLOOD / FOCUS ASIA and Media Badge Holders

MEATBALL MACHINE KODOKU / FOCUS ASIA and Media Badge Holders

MINERVA
— 17.30

Yoshihiro NISHIMURA / WTFilms / Asian / Japan / 108’ / 2017

ASTRA
— 17.45

NA Hyun / Showbox Corp. / Crime, Action / South Korea / 125’ / 2017

THE PRISON / FOCUS ASIA and FEFF Accreditation holders
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ACTIVITIES & MARKET SCREENINGS

TEATRO NUOVO
AREA PANELS (1st floor)
09.30

CASE-STUDY: “MR.LONG” BY SABU
Mr.Long´s journey from Japan via Taiwan to Germany
Shozo Ichiyama OFFICE KITANO-FILMEX
Stephan Holl RAPID EYE MOVIES

10.30

Coffee Break

11.00

THE ROLE OF GENRE FILM FESTIVALS
IN THE NETFLIX AGE
Ariel Esteban Cayer FANTASIA INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL
Mike Hostench SITGES INTERNATIONAL FANTASTIC FILM FESTIVAL
Marco Muller PINGYAO INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL
Jongsuk Thomas Nam BUCHEON INTERNATIONAL FANTASTIC FILM FESTIVAL
in collaboration with TRIESTE SCIENCE+FICTION FESTIVAL

FOCUS ASIA LOUNGE (4th floor)
12.30

DECISION MAKERS LOUNGE: FOCUS ON FINANCING

14.30

DECISION MAKERS LOUNGE: FOCUS ON FINANCING

15.30

FOCUS ASIA ONE-TO-ONE MEETINGS

28 / FRIDAY
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VISIONARIO
EDEN
— 09.30

MINERVA
— 10.15

EDEN
— 11.45

MINERVA
— 12.30

ASTRA
— 13.45

ASTRA
— 15.30

INDIVISIBILI / FOCUS ASIA and Media Badge Holders
Edoardo DE ANGELIS / True Colors / Drama / Italy / 104’ / 2016

RED CHRISTMAS / FOCUS ASIA and Media Badge Holders
Craig ANDERSON / Devilworks / Horror / Australia / 82’ / 2016

PURGATORYO / FOCUS ASIA and Media Badge Holders
Derick CABRIDO / Reel Suspects / Horror, Thriller / Philippines / 85’ / 2016

MON ANGE / FOCUS ASIA Badge Holders
Harry CLEVEN / Elle Driver / Fantasy, Romance / Belgium - France / 84’ / 2016

JAILBREAK / FOCUS ASIA and FEFF Accreditation holders
Jimmy HENDERSON / XYZ Films / Action, Martial Arts / Cambodia / 92’ / 2017

SECLUSION / FOCUS ASIA and FEFF Accreditation holders
Erik MATTI / none / Religious Horror / Philippines / 88’ / 2016
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LOCATIONS
LOCAtIOnS

Habenatiquam te egilibus condion onsuam. Onsequunt etur sin eosaecaerem.
All screenings are in the original version with English subtitles.

FESTIVAL VENUES
01. Teatro Nuovo Giovanni da Udine (v. Trento, n°4)
02. Cinema Visionario (v. Asquini, n° 33)

HOTEL
03.
04.
05.
06.
07.

B&B Hotel
(v. Duino, n°
Hotel
Ambassador
(v. 8)
Carducci, n° 46)
HotelAstoria
Ambassador
(v. Settembre,
Carducci, n°n°46)
Hotel
(P.zza XX
24)
XXn°Settembre,
n° 24)
Hotel Astoria
Friuli (v.le(P.zza
Ledra,
24)
Hotel Clocchiatti (v. Cividale, n° 29)
HotelHotel
Cristallo
(P.len°
Gabriele
D’Annunzio, n° 43)
B&B
(v. Duino,
8)

RESTAURANTS
DOKDall’Ava
Dall’Ava(P.zza
(P.zzaBolzano,
Bolzano,n°1)
1)
08. DOK
(Via
Cavour,
09. Casa Cavazzini (v.
Cavour,
n°14)
14)
PalazzoKechler
Kechler(P.zza
(P.zzaXX°
XX Settembre)
10. Palazzo
Settembre, n° 14)
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INTRODUCTION

TIES THAT BIND

Asia / Europe Co-Production Workshop
TIES THAT BIND (TTB) is a workshop programme bringing together producers from Asia and Europe
to work on feature film projects in development under the guidance of top level experts from
both continents.
Among the successful films developed at TIES THAT BIND are A YELLOW BIRD by K. Rajagopal
(Semaine de la Critique Cannes 2016), DOG DAYS by Jordan Schiele (Panorama section of the
Berlinale 2016), INTERCHANGE by Dain Iskandar Said (Piazza Grande of Festival del Film Locarno
2016), BIG FATHER, SMALL FATHER AND OTHER STORIES by Di Phan Dang (Berlinale Competition
2015), CHI - MR. ZHANG BELIEVES by Jiongjiong Qiu (Signs of Live section of the Festival del Film
Locarno 2015), and FLAPPING IN THE MIDDLE OF NOWHERE by Hoang Diep (won Best Film at Venice
Critics’ Week 2014).
TIES THAT BIND features 2 workshops taking place in Italy in the framework of the Udine Far East Film
Festival, and in Singapore during the Southeast Asian Film Financing (SAFF) Forum where the projects
developed during the year are presented to leading decision makers together with other Southeast
Asian feature film projects in development.
Among a wide range of issues the sessions at TTB focus on script development, co-production
between Europe and Asia, financing in the two regions, marketing, distribution and sales, as well as
legal aspects of co-production.
Through their participation at TIES THAT BIND, the selected participants become part of a
unique professional network in Asia and Europe.
TIES THAT BIND is organised by the Friuli Venezia Giulia Audiovisual Fund, EAVE, Udine Far East Film
Festival and Southeast Asian Audio-Visual Association (SAAVA), and supported by the Creative Europe
- MEDIA sub-programme of the European Union, Silver Media Group and Aurora Media Holdings.
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BEYOND WISHES / p. 79
> Sein Lyan Tun, Myanmar
DOI BOY / p. 80
> Steve Chen, US/Cambodia
DOUBLE HAPPINESS / p. 81
> Diana Paroiu, Romania
NEVER THE BRIGHT LIGHTS / p. 82
> Tonee Acejo, The Philippines
NINGDU / p. 83
> Ying Liang, China

PARTICIPANTS
WITHOUT PROJECT

SELECTED PROJECTS

BADA / p. 78
> Céline Zen, China/France

IVAN SANNA / p. 88
> Italy, Multi-format Producer
and Distributor
JULIA TERREY / p. 88
> Germany, Producer
NADINE CHAUSSONNIÈRE / p. 89
> France/Luxembourg,
Production Manager
STEPHAN HOLL / p. 89
> Germany, Producer
and Distributor
VALERIA JAMONTE / p. 90
> Italy, Producer

SYNCHRONICITY / p. 84
> Ryohei Tsutsui, Japan
TRIALS OF CHUL / p. 85
> Danilo Bećković, Serbia
WARM BLOOD / p. 86
> Nicolas Piccato, France/South Korea
YELLOW POPPY / p. 87
> Ajay Rai, United Kingdom
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PROJECTS / TTB

BADA
A half-black Korean teenager, Kim Kwang Hyuk, is a disillusioned and
abandoned 19-year-old in the port city of Ansan, South Korea, who
ekes out a living under the mentorship of the only person who has
ever shown any interest in him – a small-time gangster named Bae
Chul Gun.
After Kwang Hyuk and Chul Gun rip off a gang during a drug deal,
Kwang Hyuk is sent to hide out on Jeju Island, at the home of Chul
Gun’s sister, Bae Gui Sahm. Gui Sahm is a withdrawn, middle-aged
Haenyeo (a woman deep-sea diver of Jeju Island’s tradition) who
has isolated herself within the underwater world of her work and
memories of her absent children.
Both marginalized from Korea’s main society, Kwang Hyuk and Gui
Sahm grow to recognize each other’s alienation and begin to form
a co-dependent bond. Finding solace in each other, they begin to create an intimate home and
world of their own. However, their bond is threatened when the wronged gang’s members come to
take revenge, shooting Kwang Hyuk in the head and leaving him for dead. Kwang Hyuk survives,
but suffers irreversible brain damage that severely limits his speech and movement. Burdened
with Kwang Hyuk’s debilitated state, yet unable to face the loneliness of life before their union,
both are afflicted. Desperate, Kwang Hyuk begs Gui Sahm for release. Realizing their mutual
need for deliverance, Gui Sahm leads them to the refuge of the sea.

CÉLINE ZEN
KOI Films, China/France

Contacts

Born in China and based in France, Celine Zen enjoys the advantages
of multi-culture that is a natural strength as a producer focusing on
international co-productions.
After having organized and managed several short films, Celine has
been fully involved in film production as a producer of KOI Films for
a French-Chinese feature film LUMIÈRE AMOUREUSE, which will be
released in China and France in July 2017. She is currently developing
a French feature A NOS PERE, a French-Chinese feature film FRENCH
MOVIE and BADA, an international co-production of a Korean story.
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KOI FILMS
26 Rue Olivier de Serres
75015 Paris - France
T: +33 1 53 82 23 51, info@koifilms.com
www.koifilms.com
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BEYOND WISHES
The story is set in 1989-1990, just after the crushed 1988 uprising in
Burma. It’s a time when people were being thrown in jail for having
participated in the uprising. This is a story about a family in the suburbs
with political, economic, and social tumult as the backdrop.
Min Naing (father) is a man in his late 30’s, the head of the household
and Min is being watched by the special police force. Khin Moe,
Min’s wife, is carrying their second child and is not even aware of
her husband’s activism in politics. One evening, special police and
soldiers arrive at their door. Their daughter Phyu watches in horror as
the soldiers tie up Min, covers his head with a bag, aim their guns at
her mother as they search the house. Phyu menstruates for the first
time and the horrific event that takes place at that very same time
will haunt her forever.
Phyu starts working at a garment factory that provides housing. Despite working day and night
shifts, her full wage is not paid and she is mistreated by most of her co-workers. When the manager
sexually harasses her, she quits her job. With the help of a co-worker, she starts working as a waitress
at a beer joint. PHYU starts singing at the beer joint and gets to know a customer, Mr. Zaw, a man her
father’s age. One day, she hears the news about the imminent release of some political prisoners. At
the gate, she sees Zaw there as well. When she sees the people surrounding Zaw, the memories of the
night when her father was arrested come back to Phyu.

SEIN LYAN TUN
PS Films, Myanmar

Contacts

Sein Lyan Tun is an award winning filmmaker/producer from Myanmar.
He won the awards in China, Southeast Asia and Central Asia. He is
focusing on making documentaries and fiction about youth and women
concerning their education, child labour, abuse and human trafficking.
In 2014, he worked as Script Supervisor and Programme Director for
the Myanmar National Television Channel. He also directed and co-produced TV documentary BORDER BOY for Inside Lens, NHK World’s new
documentary strand focusing on Japan and Asia. He is an alumnus of
the Talents Tokyo 2016. Currently, he is working on his first feature documentary A LETTER TO JEJARA as director/producer and first feature
fiction film BEYOND WISHES.
PS FILMS
No 440A,16/3 Quarter, Dhamma Yone Street,
Thingangyun Township, PO BOX 11071 Yangon - Myanmar
seinlyantun@gmail.com
www.psgroupmyanmar.com
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DOI BOY
Sorn is a 21 year-old heterosexual Shan (ethnic minority) who works
as a masseuse in a gay spa in Chiang Mai, Thailand. His life follows the
same daily routine: he wakes up in the afternoon, eats wonton noodles
at the downstairs food stall, and works out at the gym, before waiting to
perform sexual services for his customers.
While contented with the comfort and income this lifestyle affords, he still
experiences a sub-human standard of living, invisible to the government
and without social status as an illegal alien. However, Sorn finds solace
in the most unexpected of places: the in-bed conversations he has with
his customers. He pictures himself in their stories and finds in them in a
world of freedom and fantasy where he can be whoever he wants to be
and assume the identities he has never had. As Sorn enters into these
vignettes, each one opens up a new world into contemporary Thai culture,
Southeast Asian history, and current Shan political tensions.
One day during the rainy season, Sorn is forced to find a new job due to the lack of clients. He meets
Bee, a Shan karaoke girl, who suggests that he try working as a dancer in a strip club. They develop
a relationship and Sorn finds himself between two worlds: the reality of a true relationship and the
escapism of the fantasies he once had. Sorn begins to picture himself as her ex-boyfriend, a Shan
soldier, fighting against the Burmese. In this dark world, the fantasy no longer provides an illusory
comfort but instead confronts him with the shock and terror that the Shan are currently facing. Here,
in a space both real and imagined, Sorn ultimately finds the true meaning of personal identity.

STEVE CHEN
Anti-Archive, US/Cambodia

Contacts

Steve Chen is a film director, producer, and architect originally from
Chicago. Chen’s first feature film, DREAM LAND (writer, director,
producer), opened the competition section of the 2015 Locarno Film
Festival. In January 2014, Steve Chen started the Cambodian production
company Anti-Archive with filmmakers Davy Chou and Kavich Neang,
joined later by Park Sungho. Anti-Archive co-produced the features
DREAM LAND (2015), TURN LEFT, TURN RIGHT (2016), and DIAMOND
ISLAND by Davy Chou, which won the SACD Prize at the Cannes Film
Festival 2016). Anti-Archive is currently producing Cambodian feature
fiction WHITE BUILDING (Busan APM 2016) and Thai feature fiction
DOI BOY (SEAFIC 2016).
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ANTI-ARCHIVE
#83A, St. 93, Sangkat Srah Chork
Khan Daun Penh, Phnom Penh - Cambodia
T: +1 949 270 2270, steve.chen@antiarchive.com
www.antiarchive.com
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DOUBLE HAPPINESS
Camil (27), an unsettled young man with newly found socialist views,
decides to leave for China, after he quits his job as an art director and his
duties as a boyfriend and as a son. He strolls around the crowded streets
of Beijing along with two expats (a Canadian and a Nigerian) until they
reach a brothel on the outskirts of Beijing. Camil refuses to take part in
their adventure.
The owner of an elite English summer school recommends that he takes on
a job as a black-market university admissions essay writer for his wealthy
Chinese students. Without any money or viable prospects, Camil falls for
his first “client”, a 19-year-old Chinese girl who is both precious and hard to
get. He tries to conquer her over the span of one day and one night.
Trapped in a game that reaches the extreme, Camil, Rebecca and a young
Chinese couple arrive at an exclusive karaoke parlour where they catch
a glimpse of the flourishing and opulent Chinese bourgeoisie. They go to the outskirts of the town, to
a ghost neighbourhood with 90 identical blocks of flats, dozens of floors high. Once inside the studio,
they start kissing but they can’t go any further than that because Camil does not have a condom. He
goes out to buy some. As he returns home with the condoms, he can’t remember which is his building,
his only clues being the 16th floor and the happiness mark painted on the studio door. After several
attempts to find it, he starts crying because he can’t seem to be able to reason with the guards. Some
policemen show up and try to calm him down. Camil catches the sunrise concealed in heavy smog in
the park nearby, where he starts doing tai chi with some 10-20 elderly locals.

DIANA PAROIU
Hi Film Productions, Romania

Contacts

Diana Paroiu is Junior Producer at Hi Film Productions, Bucharest.
She has been involved in the funding and production of films such as
Radu Jude’s Silver Bear Winner AFERIM!, Alexandru Solomon’s ARTE
documentary ROMANIA, AS SEEN BY FOUR WRITERS, Maren Ade’s EFA
Awards Winner TONI ERDMANN & Adriano Valerio’s David di Donatello
Nominee BANAT (IL VIAGGIO). Diana Paroiu is Honorary Vice President
of One World Romania Association, which organises One World
Romania Human Rights Int. Documentary Film Festival and year-long
educational and alternative distribution projects. She got her BA from
University of Westminster London and graduated top of class of her
Master’s in Management at University of St Andrews.
HI FILM PRODUCTIONS
Gramont 23A Street,
Bucharest - Romania
T: +40 21 252 48 67, production@hifilm.ro
www.hifilm.ro
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NEVER THE BRIGHT LIGHTS
There are many rumours about the forest up in the mountains. Wild
rumours of impossible things, of carnivorous flowers, of vines that
slither like serpents and kill you, of paths that disappear and reappear and are also time machines if you step on them, of a strange
and elusive creature called the Mantis.
Something happens to 17 year old Janina when she enters the forest
her Uncle Emil has forbidden her to enter. Janina starts writing cryptic
texts and drawing weird plant life in her notebooks and is slowly,
inexorably changing into something else, something not quite human,
with almost miraculous abilities and sinister impulses.
Now her Uncle has left her in charge of the country house they’re
caretaking, just as Maya, Georgia, Claire and Issy, whose girlfriend
Tanya recently took her own life, arrive from the city for a holiday that
brings the tensions that pass between them to a boil, threatening to fray their friendships beyond
repair. But this soon becomes the least of their concerns as the mysterious forest starts to exert
its influence, calling them in one by one, given them glimpses of its dangerous enchantments,
splintering time and space and reality and their perceptions of each, as one world slowly takes
over another, taking everyone else with it.

TONEE ACEJO
Quiapost Productions, The Philippines

Contacts

Tonee Acejo is currently the General Manager for production company
Quiapost, which she runs alongside film editor Lawrence Ang. They
are involved in corporate projects such as the production of AVPs, TV
commercials, and other marketing collaterals. Their company’s biggest
selling point, however, is their work in independent film production. In
recent years, they have been at the helm of various award-winning
independent films, with Tonee taking on the role of producer. Some of
these ventures include Dodo Daya’s 2014 full-length horror feature,
VIOLATOR, which took home Cinema One Original’s coveted Best Film
award along with Best Editing, Best Sound Design, and Best Supporting
Actor. In 2016, she produced another award-winning film, LILY by Keith
Deligro, who won Best Director. For 2017, Tonee is collaborating with
filmmaker Pam Miras for her second full-length feature, MEDUSSAE.
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QUIAPOST PRODUCTIONS
Unit F01 A&B, Cacho Gonzles Building, 101 Aguirre Street Legaspi
Village Barangay San Lorenzo Makati City, Philippines 1229
T. +63 02 729 27 27, tonee.quiapostproductions@gmail.com
www.contagious.ph/quiapost
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NINGDU
The story takes place in the late 1950 and early 1960 during the Great
Leap Forward in Ningdu, a small city in China. The grandfather, Lei,
narrates the story. Lei is a young father of two children. One day, his
work unit sends him to the countryside, causing him to leave his ailing
wife behind. He has no choice but to follow Chairman’s national call to
support the farmers. His wife’s illness worsens and finally passes away.
He rushes home to deal with the funeral arrangements but is required to
go back to his designated village after spending only three days at home.
Heartbroken, his only option is to hand his children over to child services.
Meanwhile the masses are busy producing iron and steel for the nation
and following the orders of Mao’s political campaigns.
Time passes, and Lei remarries a woman named Jin. They start a new family.
But happiness doesn’t last long as the Cultural Revolution is under way. The
family is soon in trouble because Lei used to be part of the nationalist party. They become targets of
violent political attacks and are forced to undergo a harsh “re-education” process. Locked in a small
enclosure, they are meant to expiate their supposed crimes and misdemeanors. While Jin, Lei and the
young son, Little Lei, are sent to a detachment far from the city, the two grown-up daughters are forced
by their employers to cut ties with their blacklisted family. In the countryside, Little Lei, now 12, teaches
farmers how to read, write, and sing; Jin learns how to cultivate land; Lei remains lonely, imprisoned in
his enclosure. He works all day digging trenches to protect the population against potential war. When
finally the Cultural Revolution ends, the family is reunited. But some wounds can never be healed.

YING LIANG
Chinese Shadows, China

Contacts

After graduating in France with a Master in Human Sciences in 2008,
LIANG Ying started working there as TV producer, independent
film festival organizer and executive production manager. She then
participated in the production of LOU Ye’s LOVE AND BRUISES and
several of WANG Bing’s films. In 2012, she joined Chinese Shadows
that is developing new film projects from WANG Xiaoshuai, LOU Ye
and Eddie CAHYONO as Head of Production. She has participated
in the production of WANG Xiaoshuai’s RED AMNESIA (Venice IFF
Competition 2014) and WANG Wei Ming’s (SEX) APPEAL (Busan IFF,
New Currents Competition 2014). She is now producing projects from
LEI Lei, WANG Weiming and LIU Shu.
CHINESE SHADOWS
Room 26, 22/F Metro Centre II 21 Lam Hing St.
Kowloon Bay, Kowloon - Hong Kong
T: +86 186 140 758 57, ying@chineseshadows.com
www.chineseshadows.com
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SYNCHRONICITY
199X. Hikaru (11) has mysterious abilities that show him visions of other
people’s thoughts. Sometimes the visions are projected into the minds
of the people around him. His powers are often too much to handle,
constantly get him in trouble.
One day, the boy is invited to appear in a TV programme dedicated to
supernatural powers. Hikaru successfully delves into the psyche of a
sceptical scientist. The boy is now the centre of attention from the media.
But as he reads their true intentions, he becomes distrustful of greedy
grownups. He meets Yui (13), a girl in a new religious group, in a TV show,
competing their powers. Following the group’s leader, Yui performs feats
where she holds her breath underwater. Hikaru realizes the dark side of
the religious group, and the image spreads to the adults on the set, but
they ignore it. Hikaru panics and Yui’s performance fails. The girl lashes
out in anger at him. Hikaru feels sorry for Yui, yet he is also drawn to her. Hikaru gradually befriends
with Yui and a kind-hearted member in the religious group. Hikaru pities them as they can’t find a
place for themselves outside the group. But more the friction with the society increases, the religious
group turns into a cult. A public safety officer forces Hikaru to take part in an investigation. Hikaru’s
visions reveal the cultist he befriended to be the suspect. The officer presses the cultist into a corner,
which results in his home set ablaze. Hikaru shuts himself off and his powers wane. Pursued by the
media, the cult leader plans an act of terrorism involving their own children. Hikaru learns that Yui is at
the centre of their plan and decides to try and stop her.

RYOHEI TSUTSUI
Trixta, Japan

Contacts

Ryohei Tsutsui was born in Tokyo, raised in Japan and the Unied States.
He studied film production at the National Film School of the Tokyo
University of Arts. The school included professors, such as Takeshi Kitano, Kiyoshi Kurosawa, Kenzo Horikoshi and Shozo Ichiyama. Ryohei
Tsutsui founded his own production company Trixta in 2006, and produced four films that were screened at festivals and cinemas abroad.
His latest film BANGKOK NITES is a co-production between Japan,
Thailand, Laos and France, and has won Junior Jury Award at the Locarno Int. Film Festival in 2016. Trixta’s recent productions include future
films, TV drama, TV educational programmes, media art, and organizing
festivals.
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TRIXTA
Silk Center 8F - Yamashita-cho 1, Naka-ku
Yokohama 231-0023 - Japan
M: +81 45 342 53 53, ryohei.tsutsui@trixta.jp
http://www.trixta.jp/
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TRIALS OF CHUL
In recent years a number of young North Korean football players joined
East European clubs. Some of them passed the trials and went on to
play in Russian League and at least one came to trials in Serbian League
clubs. This story is inspired by their unique experiences.
THE TRIALS OF CHUL is a story of a teenage North Korean football
player Chul who travels to Serbia for trials in a local team that may
result in a professional contract. Accompanied by a North Korean
National Security agent Kim who poses as his guardian and interpreter,
Chul turns out to be a gentle flower in a jungle full of greedy young local
players, Latin American football mercenaries, sleazy agents, local
criminals who own the clubs, golddigging girls who want to become
footballers` wives and corrupt coaches. Chul used to see football as a
way out of poverty in North Korea and a path to fame and international
recognition for his nation but he ends up in the place where the game went bankrupt. Kim faces
challenges as well - not just in terms of protecting Chul form bad ideological influence - but also
in fending off the inevitable approaches of crime bosses who own the clubs and run the game.
But even a disciplined National Security agent cannot fight every temptation including those
of romantic nature. Unlike Chul to whom Serbian League seems like a dream come true, people
around him see it as a short stop to bigger deals. Cultural clash ensues along with temptations –
will the cynical Balkanians spoil the conservative Chul or will his strict socialist upbringing and the
North Korean sense of self-sacrifice elevate the people around him.

DANILO BEĆKOVIĆ
Gargantua Films, Serbia

Contacts

Danilo Bećković was born in 1981. He graduated Film and TV directing
from the Belgrade Faculty of Dramatic Arts, as well as Comparative
Literature from the Belgrade Faculty of Philology.
Bećković’s first feature film LITTLE BUDDHO premiered in 2014 to great
reviews and huge commercial success, becoming an instant cult classic
and one of the greatest hits of the decade. In 2016, it was followed by
another smash hit, THE SAMURAI IN AUTUMN.
Bećković produced both films through partnership with producer Marko
Paljić. He also works as director and producer for TV, commercials and
documentaries.

GARGANTUA FILMS
Gospodar Jovanova 49
11000 Belgrade - Serbia
T: +381 11 2753 586, office@gargantuafilms.com
www.gargantuafilms.com
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WARM BLOOD
In a very near future, Isabelle, a French girl, arrives in Seoul
with a dream of becoming a vampire, species that exists only
in Korea and makes the country so trendy. She’s here to meet
Jin, an energetic Korean girl who lived so many lives. Isabelle
is convinced that she’s a vampire, yet Jin is a Gumiho, a
traditional Korean spirit, a fox disguised as a human. But she
aims to be a human and can do it if she doesn’t kill until her
999th day, the night she meets Isabelle. They go to the night
club where Jin is a techno DJ. Another DJ, Hanbul, Frenchman in Korea, is envious of his Korean friend
Taemin, a true vampire obsessed by sex. Hanbul knows Isabelle and they get into a fight during which
Hanbul reveals his psychotic nature: he eats her. When Jin discovers what Hanbul did to Isabelle, she kills
him and loses her chance to become human. After a while, Isabelle comes back as a vampire, reborn by
Taemin. But Mina, Jin’s best friend, knows that being bitten are lies the vampires tell. The truth is that
vampires have warmer blood, which circulates by itself around a cold, dead heart. People turn into a
vampire naturally, when they have a cold heart and too warm blood, meaning they are full of desires.
Taemin was Mina’s English teacher who has eaten her face in high school. She survived and changed
her face to prepare her revenge. She learned that you can kill vampires by making their blood so hot for
desire that it sets them on fire. She succeed to make Taemin burn. Mina, Jin and Isabelle escape to the
island of Jeju. Isabelle, melancholic, searches for the one who can literally “take her heart”, so she could
die for good, whereas Jin waits for the day to be like Mina: just a human.

NICOLAS PICCATO
Panda Media, France/South Korea

Contacts

Based in Seoul, South Korea, Nicolas Piccato is from Italian and French
background. After having programmed an arthouse cinema in Mexico,
he was the Audiovisual Attaché of the French embassy in South Korea
from 2003 to 2007. Afterwards he worked for the Korean production
and sales company Mirovision. He founded Panda Media in 2009, and
has since then handled the Asian/European co-productions APPROVED
FOR ADOPTION by Jung in 2012 and KOAN OF SPRING by Lou Maho
in 2013. Currently Panda medias has various projects (documentary,
drama, feature films) in development. Panda Media is also a production
service outlet for film or reportage teams filming in South Korea, and a
local agent for TV channels such as TV5 Monde.
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PANDA MEDIA
Jung-gu Toegye-ro 29-kil, 30
Seoul 04627 - South Korea
T: +82 070 88 40 19 46, nicolas@pandamedia.eu
www.pandamedia.eu
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YELLOW POPPY
Imagine the bewilderment of 140,000 Chinese peasant farmers mostly illiterate with little education - recruited by the British and
French armies 100 years ago and the largest WW1 overseas labour
force, a vital lifeline for the Allies. Many had never seen the oceans,
let alone another continent. They were packed into ships and herded
onto trains like utilitarian animals, travelling for 3 months to war-torn
killing fields. Many died en route and some are buried in the port cities
of Liverpool, Plymouth & Folkestone and across France.
YELLOW POPPY is a covert WW1 tale of friendship against all odds
between a married Chinese Labour Corps (CLC) interpreter and an
illegal British deserter on the Western Front. Amidst the horrors
of war and threatened by a bullying officer, the pair struggle to
survive, preserving their dignity and humanity through the kindness
of strangers. A universal story of loyalty and friendship between East and West, with a moving,
bittersweet ending.
Visually the film ends with an image of a field of red poppies in No-man’s Land, symbolising those
who died during WW1. We zoom in and see a yellow poppy amongst a sea of red. Yellow is the
imperial colour of the Emperor, symbolising the Chinese. As closing credits roll, we see bilingual
tombstones of the CLC in France, Belgium and the UK, extolling their virtues and sacrifice: “A
good reputation endures forever”, “A noble duty, bravely done.”

AJAY RAI
In Front Films, United Kingdom

Contacts

Ajay Rai is an award-winning producer and founder of In Front Films.
His producing credits include shorts, documentaries, branded content
and international co-productions featuring the talents of Academy
Award nominee and BAFTA winner, Michael Lennox, Cannes Un Certain
Regard and FIPRESCI winner, Neeraj Ghaywan, and BAFTA and RTS
Award nominee, Regina Moriarty. He has worked in development and
executive roles at film production and finance companies including
Partizan, Gunslinger Films and for BBC Drama. He also directed the
BFI Film Academy delivered by Revolver Entertainment. Ajay is a MA
Producing graduate of the National Film & Television School and a
Richard Dunn scholar.
IN FRONT FILMS
85, Cuckoo Avenue, Hanwell,
London, W7 1BW - UK
M: +44 78 53 035 183, ajay@infrontfilms.com
www.infrontfilms.com
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IVAN SANNA
Culture Synapses, Italy

Contacts

Ivan Sanna runs Culture Synapses, a company that develops and
delivers international initiatives that involve different creative
sectors (e.g. Film & TV, Publishing, Museums). His new business
area consists in participating in the production and distribution of
content, focusing on development/marketing/finance and partnering
with vertical producers (e.g. a film & TV production company, a
video-games developer) for the creation of the individual contents
that compose the multi-format experience (e.g. film, e-book,
exhibition). The natural setup is international co-productions and the
development of the content is data-driven in order to optimize the
revenues/costs ratio.
CULTURE SYNAPSES
V.le di Villa Pamphili 38
00152, Rome - Italy
T: +39 34 09 31 73 13, ivan.sanna@culturesynapses.com
www.culturesynapses.com

JULIA TERREY
Freelance Producer, Germany

Contacts

Julia Terrey is a German producer who lives and works in Berlin. Starting
in 2004, she worked as set pa, set manager & unit manager on various
productions. From 2007 to 2012 she studied film & television production
at the Film University Babelsberg Konrad Wolf and produced about
15 shorts (e.g. SUNDAY MENU). While writing her Master’s thesis Liveaction manga, Julia worked as production manager on ROSACHILDREN
and I FEEL LIKE DISCO. Afterwards, she spent a year in Toronto, as a
junior flash developer at Swiss VBS. Back in Berlin, she joined Kordes
& Kordes Film from Nov 2014 to Jan 2017, working on the feature films
JONATHAN, LOTZMANN and URSULA MAYER. She is now working as a
freelance producer.
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JULIA TERREY
Fredericiastraße 27
14059 Berlin - Germany
M: +49 174 99 18 538, juleterrey@gmail.com
www.kitsune-production.com
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NADINE CHAUSSONNIÈR
Red Lion, France/Luxembourg

Contacts

Nadine Chaussonnière, French, is a Production Manager/Line Producer,
and a member of Red Lion production team since 2013. Red Lion was
founded in 1986 and is specialized in arthouse films. In the last three
years she produced films such as LES BRIGANDS by Pol Cruchten
and Frank Hoffmann (Belgium/Germany/Luxembourg), a documentary
VOICES FROM CHERNOBYL by Pol Cruchten (Luxembourg/Austria) and
BARRAGE by Laura Schroeder (Luxembourg/Belgium/France). Nadine
Chaussonnière was also a Production Manager on STRECH by Charles de
Meaux, which was produced by MK2 and shot in Thailand/Macau/Hong
Kong, and on SHANGHAI BLUES, NOUVEAU MONDE by Fred Garson,
which was produced by Raspail Production and shot in Shanghai.
RED LION
16 rue Alzingen
3397 Roeser - Luxembourg
T : +352 2 636 1607, nadine.chaussonniere@redlionlux.com
www.redlionlux.com

STEPHAN HOLL
Rapid Eye Movies, Germany

Contacts

Stephan Holl is CEO of Rapid Eye Movies, a German film label dealing
in distribution, production and music. Since 1996 the company has
been distributing highly esthetical and extraordinary cinematic
gems. As distributor, Rapid Eye Movies triggered the breakthrough of
Asian directors like Takeshi Kitano, Takashi Miike, Park Chan-wook
and Kim Ki-Duk for Germany and above all popular Indian cinema
in Europe. The initial focus of primarily distributing national and
international film has been extended bringing together talents from
a diverse array of cultures and artistic spheres – from music to film
and visual arts – to create and produce movies that push boundaries
and defy the conventional.
RAPID EYE MOVIES
Mozartstr. 15
50674 Köln - Germany
T: +49 221 56 95 790, stephan@rapideyemovies.de
www.rapideyemovies.de
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VALERIA JAMONTE
Tempesta, Italy

Contacts

Valeria Jamonte has a master’s degree in Communication studies
and a certificate in Digital Marketing by Google, from 2010 to 2013
she was Digital Marketing Strategist and Content Manager for the
Italian leading textbook publisher Zanichelli Editore. She has been
the Digital Initiatives Manager for the film production company
Tempesta since 2013, focusing both on product development
and project management, working on experimental interactive
storytelling projects (Melt-a-Plot, Io credo che lassù/Tell Me More).
Since 2016 she’s editor for scripted projects.
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TEMPESTA
Via G. Carducci 4,
00187 Rome - Italy
T: 0039 051 397 600, info@tempestafilm.eu
www.tempestafilm.eu
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FEFF INDUSTRY / ATTENDEES

BELGIO
>

Zeno Pictures / Thierry Phlips — p. 65

>

The Inheritance / João Cândido Zacharias — p. 21

>

The Inheritance / Bubbles Project / Tatiana Leite — p. 21

>

Fantasia International Film Festival / Ariel Esteban Cayer — p. 50

>

Toronto International Film Festival / Giovanna Fulvi — p. 63

>

XYZ films / Todd Brown — p. 65

>

Chinese Shadows / Ying Liang — p. 83

>

Go Global / Clément Magar — p. 50

>

Koi Films / Celine Zen — p. 78

>

Pingyao International Film Festival / Marco Muller — p. 58

>

Wanda Media / Annabelle Hao — p. 64

>

Cph Pix / Larsen Niels Lind — p. 48

>

Nordisk Film Shortcut / Maja Dyekjaer — p. 57

>

Nordisk Film Shortcut / Mia Bang Stenberg — p. 57

BRAZIL

CANADA

CHINA

DANMARK

>

Nordic Factory Copenhagen / Valeria Richter — p. 56

>

Trustnordisk / Nicolai Korsgaard — p. 64

>

Allfilm Oü / Ivo Felt — p. 46

>

Tallin Black Nights Film Festival / Sten-Kristian Saluveer — p. 62

>

Cinemanse Oy / Hanna Lajunen — p. 48

>

Don Films / Aleksi Hyvarinen — p. 49

ESTONIA

FINLAND

ATTENDEES / FEFF INDUSTRY
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FRANCE
>

Femme Fatale / Arizona Productions / Guillaume De Seille — p. 15

>

Panda Media / Nicolas Piccato — p. 86

>

Red Lion / Nadine Chaussonnière — p. 89

>

Reel Suspects / Leslie Semichon — p. 59

>

Stray Dogs / Nathan Fischer — p. 62

>

The Festival Agency / Elodie Dupont — p. 62

>

Wild Bunch / Silvia Simonutti — p. 65

>

Wtfilms / Quentin Worthington — p. 65

>

Freelancer / Julia Terrey — p. 88

>

M-Appeal World Sales Ug / Martina Besier — p. 53

>

Movie Brats Pictures / Esther Friedrich — p. 55

>

Peacefulfish / Juliane Schulze — p. 58

>

Picture Tree / Rickard Olsson — p. 58

>

Rapid Eye Movies / Stephan Holl — p. 89

>

Bravos Pictures Ltd. / Queenie Li — p. 47

>

Fox Networks Group / Lammy Li — p. 50

>

Golden Network Asia Ltd. / Clarence Tang — p. 51

>

Hong Kong International Film Festival Society / Roger Garcia — p. 51

>

Ivanhoe / My Favorite Films / Katherine Lee — p. 54

>

Media Asia Distribution Ltd. / Fred Tsui — p. 53

>

October Pictures Limited / Daniel Yu — p. 57

>

Abracadabra / Faozan Rizal — p. 11

GERMANY

HONG KONG

INDONESIA
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ITALY
>

Cg Entertainment / Lorenzo Ferrari Ardicini — p. 47

>

Classica Hd / Christian Giuffrida — p. 48

>

Culture Synapses / Ivan Sanna — p. 88

>

Explorer Entertainment Srl / Salvatore Lizzio — p. 49

>

The Film Garage / Maddalena Longhi — p. 63

>

Filrouge Media / Andrea Cirla — p. 50

>

La Fabbrica Della Realtà / Matteo Cassese — p. 52

>

Mia Market / Lucia Millazzotto — p. 54

>

Milano Film Network / Alice Arecco — p. 54

>

Mowe / Massimo Brioschi — p. 55

>

Mr. Zhang / Yanez Film / Antonio Tozzi — p. 19

>

Notorius Pictures / Federico Sperindei — p. 57

>

Rai 4 / Leopoldo Santovincenzo — p. 59

>

Rai Cinema / Isotta Mac Call — p. 59

>

Tempesta / Valeria Jamonte — p. 90

>

The Watchers / Dudong / Giulia Achilli — p. 33

>

Trieste Science+Fiction Festival / Lorenzo Bertuzzi — p. 63

>

Trieste Science+Fiction Festival / Massimiliano Maltoni — p. 63

>

Trieste Science+Fiction Festival / Samanta Telleri — p. 63

>

True Colors / Francesca Tiberi — p. 63

>

Tucker Film / Samantha Faccio — p. 64

>

Tv Co. Srl / Geremia Biagiotti — p. 64
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JAPAN
>

Alone Like A Fool / Toshiyuki Hasegawa — p. 13

>

Alone Like A Fool / Yutaka Tsuchiya — p. 13

>

Alone Like A Fool / D-Atelier Inc. / Kazuhisa Matsumoto — p. 13

>

Article Film / Emi Ueyama — p. 46

>

Harakiri Films / Akiyo Fujimura — p. 51

>

Harakiri Films / Taro Imai — p. 51

>

Nhk (Japan Broadcasting Corporation) / Yoichiro Takahashi — p. 55

>

Office Kitano / Filmex / Shozo Ichiyama — p. 58

>

Pony Canyon Inc. / Shinji Sakoda — p. 59

>

Trixta / Ryohei Tsutsui — p. 84

>

Bucheon Int. Fantastic Film Festival / Jongsuk Thomas Nam — p. 47

>

Entermode / Bruce D. Lee — p. 49

>

Hanmac Culture Corporation / Wonsun Shin — p. 51

>

M-Line Distribution / Michelle Son — p. 54

>

Showbox / Judy Ahn — p. 60

>

The Long Walk / Mattie Do — p. 23

>

Shortcut Films / Myriam Sassine — p. 60

KOREA

LAOS
LEBANON
LITHUANIA
>

Vesper Seeds / Natrix Natrix / Kristina Buozyte — p. 33

>

International Film Festival & Awards Macao / Lorna Tee — p. 52

MACAO
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MALAYSIA
>

Vektor / Dain Said — p. 29

>

Vektor / Apparat Sdn. Bhd. / Nandita Solomon — p. 29

>

Devilworks / Samantha Richardson — p. 49

>

Devilworks / Matteo Rolleri — p. 49

>

Ps Films / Sein Lyan Tun — p. 79

>

Nordisk Film & Tv Fond / Petri Kemppinen — p. 56

>

Quiapost Productions / Tonee Rose Acejo — p. 82

MALTA

MYANMAR
NORWAY
THE PHILIPPINES
POLAND
>

New Europe Film Sales / Katarzyna Siniarska — p. 55

>

Hi Film Productions / Diana Paroiu — p. 81

>

Trials Of Chul / Gargantua Films / Danilo Beckovic — p. 85

>

Trials Of Chul / Gargantua Films / Marko Paljic — p. 27

>

Trials Of Chul / Gargantua Films / Andrijana Sofranic — p. 27

>

Aurora Media Capital / Justin Deimen — p. 46

>

Lighthouse Pictures / Thomas Chia — p. 52

>

Salt Media & Entertainment / Sherman Ng — p. 60

>

Silver Media Group / Gin Kai Chan — p. 61

>

Tiong Bahru Social Club / Uncle Auntie And Friends / Antti Toivonen — p. 25

ROMANIA
SERBIA

SINGAPORE
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SPAIN
>

30 Thousand Kicks / Magno Entertainment Sl / Santiago Alvarado — p. 09

>

30 Thousand Kicks / Magno Entertainment Sl / Jordi Garcia — p. 09

>

30 Thousand Kicks / Magno Entertainment Sl / Joaquim Vivas — p. 09

>

Sitges International Film Festival of Catalunya / Mike Hostench — p. 61

>

Sitges International Film Festival of Catalunya / Angel Sala — p. 61

>

Sound And Fury / Adrià Mones — p. 62

>

Nonstop Entertainment / Jakob Abrahamsson — p. 56

>

Solid Entertainment / Magnus Paulsson — p. 61

>

Ablaze Image / June Wu — p. 46

>

Cineplex Development Co. / Gino Hsu — p. 48

>

Last Memory / Yeh Nai Ching — p. 17

>

Last Memory / Type·writers / Chiti Huang — p. 17

>

Mandarin Vision / Desmond Yang — p. 53

>

M- Pictures Co. Ltd. / Paipan Chanpech — p. 53

>

Sahamongkol Film International Co. Ltd. / Gilbert Lim — p. 60

>

Bird Box Entertainment / Craig Conway — p. 47

>

In Front Films / Ajay Rai — p. 87

>

Jinga Films / Julian Richards — p. 52

>

Silver Salt Films / Helen Jones — p. 61

SWEDEN

TAIWAN

THAILAND

UK

US
>
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Anti-Archive / Steve Chen — p. 80
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